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ABSTRACT
During 1982-83, the bilingual studiei program at East

Texas State University (ETSU) continued to improve at all levels, but
especially at the undergraduate level inits attempt to produce
highly qualified bilingual and English as a Second Language (ESL)
teachers and specialists. Funded by ETSU, theJJ.S. Department of
Education, and the Texas Education Agency, the 7-year-oldproject
began in cooperation with the Dallas Independent School District but
'expanded to other schools. During the year, the program cooperated
closely with other universities, educational service centers, the
Texas Education Agency, and other ETSU departments. Both observers
and students rated degree and endorsement/certificate plans and
instruction highly. Graduate courses and courses in Spanish and
methods received the highest ratings. Some undergraduate courses
caused problems but only six received low ratings. Overall, the
'program showed improvements in, instruction and degree design.
Preliminary results Of a surViyof former students indicated they
felt the program was strong, especially the Spanish, methods, ESL,
and social studies courses. Their negative remarks were consistent
with current student opinion.. Appendices include the revised program
of study, evaluation forms, and the survey. JSB)
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1

THi EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY-

East Texas State University, in conjunction wit
dent School District and others in the North Te
funds from the us Department of Education ands
nated monies...from The Texas Education Agency-, p
from the University itself, established a bili
von years ago and has operated it since that t
pose of this training program is to assist the
provision of well. prepared teachers, administr
to Opgrade the teaching, of Texas' bilingual s u

D

the Dal as Indepen-
as area, .and with
me especially desig-
ns budgeted items
gual studies program se-
me.. The primary pUr-
State through the
tors, and specialists
dents.

-,
During-the past teveral-yeart, enormous gains have been ,registered s.

in the-provision, of-services to limited and on- English spea10.ng
pils. ,Somesttudents sti1177d2 not receive the necessary.services,..
however, because the -shortage of qaalifieb tachers
Indeed, the statistics orithe.ratt-au-problem;; -an,insufficienct num-
ber Of-teachers,.have not changed-in recent years due in part to
.'the increases in'the number of youngsters needingbilinguaLedUca-
tion and injart 6- the number-of teachers that have ..left the.pro-
fession each year or who take jobs in.othevstate,s.

,

The State of Texas -hat a high proportion of .Mexican Americans: other
Spanith:speaking'pOpulations, NatiVe AmeriCans,,and recently, speak-. ,

,ert of.other languages,'hOtably Vietnamese.. ,Tooc. the emphasis on'
teaChing English' asA,Second Language, both as a-separate subject.
and in conjunctiOn With,bilinguareducation, increased; the training

`tneedS'for thel4ortli-Texas'area:; The' original anticipation, then, of
a relatively short term training effort,. was-not bOrne out.. While

. thenumberPflMexican-AMpricans enrolledJn universities has risen
dramatically in Texas, training to be bilingual eddcation .

teachersyleveled:.off before the needs, were met, 'Nearly.no.VietnameseH
tpeakers.arenrolIed in teachertraining programs in the,State and '
few fr6m other language groups expect to enter the field.

/-,

'SeVeral factortqiaVe contribUtedto the .t1oW grovith. irk., the number of-
Spanish speak.2hg teachers.. AlthOugh,most Mexican'Americans,arefflu-
ent in oral/aural Spanith,few of the older teachers and only recent
'ly some.df the yolinger people, have had the opportunity to become
fully 'literate in that Language: Many high schools and most univer.-
sitiet offered-Spanish...courses but since their thrust wa,t converse-

few Mexican Americans enrofted. This lack'reduced the pool of
,potential teachers'from that group. Furthermore,-as- with,411 groups;
'only -a limited, number want to be teachers - they enroll in many
ferent academic programs. Too even.those'who choose education as a.

.)career,.do not"necessarily want to teach in elementary sch#ols nor 4
edUcation; many prefer to teach mathematics, science,

and.tA other fields: As with speakers of any other language, in-
dividual.ihclinationt vary widely.

Additionally
\,

the.salaries of teachers in Texas have not kept pace
with.thotd in many other fields and education's d''awing power among
_Mexican Americans has decreased. Highe4galaries'ed,sewhere drain
Texat resources. And, finally, therejsgra 40stantial-prOportion

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES,
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of Mexican Amer4ns,that has not Tubsciibe iAd-tol gUal eZucation
as a way tO improve the .education of their children. a4That,..so;,

-;treduces the potential-for,Spanish/English bilingual edu, tion as 'a
chosen .teaching field. . ' .

,

The East Texas State University ESEA Title.VII-Bilingual Education
Program is a vital part ,of., the necessary:mobilization meet" the.
ch llenge.- By. providing not duly the subject matter .and education
co rses'requiredi; but additionally offering a kroneprogram in 'the
S anish language,, the University elp% those already, literate in
t e langftge, those who `need only certain portiths of it*, or-thbse
w o want to ,become fluent and literate. °Fur her; :with the popula,7
tion-ofSpanish speakers,growing in the north rn portion of the
tate,tate, and with the economic statUs.of many-of em Still low in-
omparison to some other groups, the' tuition assistance part, of ,

he program' has not diminished in importance. While Texas ,tagcher
salaries may not be very high that fieldostill serves asone ave-
nue'for upwardmobility'while at the-same time prieVid*ng tea0ers
who can be trained '_for bilingual.education duties and who, Attthe
same time; understand the needs, tot,the youngsterS they serve. The
earliertederalaimof furnishing eedmonies for the establishment
of university program's Was commendable and has produced important
results.' The'adVitional benefit, helping' supply "the training of
bilingual teachers while atthe same'time assisting low income Mexi-,
can Americans and others to enter the education .field, should 'not
yet be abandoned. The heed is still great. The continuing partici-
pation of :the federal and 'state, mernments, the school districts,
and the University is vital. to improvements in edutation.

Program Objectives

Aik.,, The progr at East Texas State University, was designed to increase
" the effet ivgness of teachers and adMinistrators in meeting the ..

2)

needS of imited and no -English Speaking pupils inthe state, and
'especially in the north rn'part of the_state. The programs'at all'
three leyels -'undergraduate, masters, and doctorate - first offer_ i
a strong preparatory program itn the, several kinds of'Subject mattef""
to be taught, j.n.the. methods fbr general education, in the specific
methods for-bilingual education, and in linguistics'and the Spanish
language. That is, the-University is concerned Wet the'partici-
pants,forlexample, know mathematics and how to teach,mathematics
in both English and Spanish: Bilingual and multicultural skills in .

.counseling; administration, and other specializations are inpluded.
Expertise in working with parents and other community member's of
different Cultures is an important part of the program. '

IJ
N

I
t

.Further, .the'program was designed to ,e1.) educational personnel meet
the educational needs and other'life skills of all children, to de-
velop the'spedial expertise'to provide equal opportunity,of access
O.children of limited and non-English speaking, proficiency, and to
help .improye their performance-within'the educational, social, and
economic systeMs once they have gained entry: As a part of their
education, the participants also experience bilingual education as
therpursue.their undergraduate and graduate degrees, thus- increasing

F.
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1,-----'''

their awareness of the strengths and weakness the pro .ises and
probleffis, of learning in two languages. The rs, the bilin.gual
environment, the utilization of the teachers' cl s'troom experiences
in the program, and frequent meetings and other developmental work
with professionais.in education and members of the communities, were
expected to help- create a climate conducive to, reaching the'goals of
this program. ' ',

The:Program objectives were stated in behavioral terms, that, is,
the program was designed as competency based, to help the students
acquire the knowledge and skills needed.in:

. English and Spanish 4

. Mexican American -and other cdltures

. Bilingual teaching0 methodologies ,

1 Measurementof student progress
. ResearchMethodology

1

Special objectives related to counseling, administration, and iother
school functions were also stated. In brief, the objectives spoke
to the acquisition., improvement, and knowledge of languages an how

.to impart; them and subject matter to children; to add knowledge, of
the socioeconomic andmcultural realities of the US cultures, es e-
tially Mexican American, and how these call affect children's le rn-
ing; to increase teachers' And other personnel's knowledge and up-
plement their_knowledge and skills in research so they can pro 'it

' more from publications, and might, theMselves, contribute to the ody
of knowledge about Mexican Americans andpbilingual education through
`reiearch.*

4

Program Processes

East Texas State University incorporated a wide variety of academic
resources into the program, utilizing the knowledge and expertise
of many,disciplines. English, Spanish; linguistics, history, socio-
logy, anthropology, psychology, elementary education, and administra-
tion were the sources of input, This necessitated the cooperation
of three colleges and several departments within the university, as
well as the graduate division. The degree design 'and the cOurse syl-
labi were carefully prepared with the advice of the bilingual educe-
tion Tensonnel'of the Texas Education Agency, the Dallas Independent
School District and others nearby, and representatives of the poten-
tial students, aswell as'of.the communities they were to terye.
FUrther modifications-have been made as'-each successive year's ex-
periences were evaluated. New courses, have been added as the need
arose and others have been modified. (See the 1976-1977 through
193i-198. repoi-ts for 'the sequence of the changes.)

Many courses have been offered at the.school.sites from which the
participants came, helping to increase the°reality based nature of
the Rrogram. Field experiences were also provided for students not
currently teaching in bilingual education. Resource persons from
the Mexican American community, both general citizens and, a number

-*See original application to the Z1 , Office of Edilcatibn dnd the
continuation proposals to the 3S Department 0,f Education:

.

-

3 ,
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of professionals, were brought into the planning protess. 1.East.TexasState. University staff members with skills'and experience in relatedfields were utilized. Staff vacancies were often filled with quali-fied Latin Americans and others who spoke Spanish and/oi have hadexperience in bilingual education; these, too, were-added to\,the con-sulting pool' for the implementation of the program. The library'hascarried out a ,continual acquisition .process of the needed materialsfor the research and course work.

An essential ingredient in the plan was the participation Clf\the
lingual-teachers in the presentations in the classes, whether broughtin as special resources or included as. participants in the idegree orcertificate prfgrams. The knowledge and skills they had gained, theMaterials they were using, and their general experienoes.adided a sub-stantial dimension of practicality to the training efforts.' Thiswas especially important for the-methods and materials courses of-feied by elementary education. Further, it was expected that the re-,quirements of the courses, the Materials they would develop in edu-cation, language, and culture classes, as well as materials they
would, discover via the program generally, would add importantly tothe conduct of bilingual and. multicultural education in,the schools.
Just as important, too, was the use of the Spanish language in thecourses by both the professionals and the students. While therewere some limitations ,to the oral/aural capabilitieg with Spanish in'both groups, each would be expected 'to strive for a continual .in-crease in the amount of Spanish in the lectures, discussions, and'written work in order to provide some of the bilingual environmentand furnish opportunities for the acquisition of a professional graspthe langUage. The University chose professors with the greatestommandof Spanish while at the same time being specialists in theirfields..

Liaison services were also included in the process. Faculty withappbintments that allowed monitoring of classes in which bilingualeducation was being conducted, assisting school staffs, and consult-ing with the student participants, were chosen as the primary person-nel for this assignment. Addition4ly, the liaison personnel gath-ered information from the schools which was then'fed back into theprogram, thereby aiding the University in keeping ,itself current andeffective.

Sites for Instruction

In keeping with its philosophy of taking the educatiori to the mostappropriate setting, several instructional areas have been utilized.The campus of East Texas- State University, With its library holdingsand professionals, available, hosts a substantial number of courses.Similarly, the University Satellite Learning Center in Dallas, withspecialized 4terature references and personnel, is important to theeffort. Courses are also held in differing schools in the DallasIndependenfool District, and when appropriate, to buildings inother districts. The multiple facilities allow for the greatest fa-cilitaidn for full time teachers and administrators, and at the sametime ensures the practicality of research resources, classroom access

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES,-INC.



for demonstrations, and the maximum transferability to the students
who are campus based. While most of-the campus courses for graduate
students 'were taken during the suMmer sessions, some students were
able tqLtake evening courses at the University and increase their
prOfessional contacts.

IF

The, classes offered in the schools of the severaf7districts have fa-
cilitated work with the community organizations, ea0ecially those
that were. Mexican American, since the students,wer6, in fact, in the
community.' The arrangement also made it posSible for a greater ex-
change of information with bilingualeducation peraonnel, principals,
and others interested in the teaching,of limited and non-English
speaking pupils. '

The East Teas State' University. Satellitestearning Center, with its
expanded facilities for the libiary and for the staff, continued as
an important resource for the faculty,district personnel, and the
students. The extension of the ERIC and Lockheed search terminals
to the center_ improved student and staff research capabilities.

The problems of small school districts are often quite different
from those as large as Dallas or Fort WOrth. The inclusion of more
of these in the program has materially aided the provision of tech
nical assistance to the districts, their bilingual and English as a
Second Languagelprograms, and the general $.nteraction between the
faculty and staffs of the schools,a mutually,beneficial communica-
tions network for the districts and for the University.

O

5 .10
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APPROACHES TO THE EVALUATION' '

Throe separate"approaches were utilized in the evaluation ofthe
East Texas State University:Title VII Bilingual Education PrograMt
internal, external, formative, and external summative. The first,( P

internal, had two'souices'- the regular University ev;luation acti-
vities.and.the" monitoring of all work by the administfation o.f th4Title- VII proj.ect. The second, formatiVe by an external evaluator,
was accomplished through an exit interview and an interim written re-
port at the conclusion of each external Monitoring.. The, third, sum-
.mative by an external evaluator, was primarily composed of the pre-
sentation of the citta and conclusions through the annual report.

Internal Evaluation

EaSt.Texas State University maindained.strLgt accounting. of student
enrollment,fiscal management, and faculty preparation for teaching
the courses.., The University was thus the most efficient source of
information on these, areas and. it furnished reports on them to the
funding sotirce through its reguldT-channels.

The supervisory functions of the deans of the colleges and'ofAe
.heads-of d partments, added further dimensions to the management,of
the prole . University wide committees on7curricUla;, courses, and
degre Aontributed to the development of qualityin the program.
Tacu ty committeev.for the students seeking.the undergraduate and
grad ate degtees4lunique, to each Student, ar.handled by an 'advisor,
main fined an.individual completion and quality Control,aS well as
contr buting to the Studentsdevelopment in the profession, The
cade is Vice President was directlycharged.with-the supervision of
all t aching/learning programs, thus involvirk the ;central admini,-
stratp.on in the evaluation. function.

Speci 1 advisory committees to the biliiigual teacher training project
..

also ere constituted, ancludi g members rrom appropriate: university
entities, the Dallas rndependen School District, students, and the
commu ity. These committees' .f nctiqns in planning, assessment and
revisi k of the program helped assure that the objectives were
reached.

The project sta -lso = a wide variety of consultants to aid -in .
the several phases of the program. itepresentativerom the region-

.

al education service centersthe Texas. Education Agency, Community
_organizations, factilty:fromother.uniVerSities, and_the US Department
afEduCatkon,-added further depth to ,the evaluation.. The. continuous
input, through. the riditon perSonnel, from,the aides teachers, an
administrators of the several/schools and districtt'fibm whith'thelr
came, also gaile internalformative:evalliation;diMension difficult
to achieve in most university progtams. ,The.liaisonscompleted a
,standard form- after each monitoring or assfstanCe visits to tile..
schools, ,with.thediStrict administration,.and when participating. in',
community activities: 4Seethe .fortainAppendix.B:).- The information
from these was integratedinta the.int)ernal:project reports at mid.

..
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year and at the conclusion of the year, thus they were not included'
in this external report. Further; the' information from the other
internal evaluation activities were embodied in the project's re=
ports' and likewise were excluded from (the, present study.

External Evaluation

In 1976, East Texas State University coiracted with a_ private
Development Associates with headquarters inArlington, Virginia, and
a branch office in San Antonio, Texas, to,perford the external eva-
luation. The company has conducted many local, regional,.and nation -.

al surveys, needs assessments, and evaluation studies in the field
of bilingual education. The agreement called for both formative and
summative evaluation for,the year 1976-1977.

Dr. Earl Jones, senior associate and bilingual -edycation specialist,
was assigned the major research tasks connected with the contract:
His experience in biLingual education in Texas and Paraguay, and
later in California and Guatemala, his proficiency in English and
Spanish, his teaching, research, and administrative roles in schools
and universities, together with his service in evaluating a large
number of Title VII and other bilingual programs, gave him the wide
perspective necessary for this project evaluation. (A curriculum
vitae is included in Appendix A.)

The contract was renewed during the second year, 1977-1978. When
Development Associates closed its Texas office, an agre4ment was
reached whereby Dr. Jones would continue the external evaluation
with the East Texas State University program as an independent affi-
liate with'Development Associates. Subsequently Dr. Jones, was.
transferred to the San Francisco, California, office of the comparicy
as director of the Study of California. Services to Lidited and non-
English Speaking Students, funded, by the California Legislature. :The-
independent affiliate relationship was maintained for the East Texas
State University contract 'and the later formative and summative
activities were conducted under that arrangement.

The funding for the formative and summative evaluation has always
been severely limited. To maximize the utility,of the activities,
therefore, the agreement called for the following tasks, each to
serve both functions:

. MonitOrthe graduate classes offered.

. Survey, sample bilingual educatiOn classes taught by the
participating students.

. Seek information on the conduct of the program from both
district and.University officials.

. Study the documents related to the uoject or emanating
mom it.

."Confer with the project personnel and teaching faCulty on
the implementation of,the project.

Recommendations were to be made to the project staff after each task,.
providing formative information for the improvement of the program.
Two monitoring schedules were provided and conducted, and both oral

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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.

and written interim reports were submitted to the director.! Sul:manes of the
findings were incorporated, when pertinent, within this annual report.

As a result of the first' evaluation taskslin 1977, including a study of the pro-
ject documents and' conferences wiihpersonne4,a more precise investigation into
the students' perceptions of the program was recommended. The agreement was mo-
dified to include this facet. -. The in.ltrunents were then derived cooperatively
by the evaluator,the project director, and the faculty advisory committee. The
questionnaires were administered, the data analyzed, and the results reported in
each of the annual and interim reports since then. At the.begining of the pre-
sent project year, a review of the results for the past several years showed a
few questions, producing little of utility to the project. The instrument was
appropriately modified and the present version is contained in Appendix C.

Nidnitoring

Funding perMitted two sets of monitoring, one conducted in late fall and the
other in mid-spring. Regular class conduct was monitored during alternate obser-
vations of lecture, discussion, and other activities on the home campus and at
the Satellite Center in Dallas. Even alternate sessions did not cover all the
activities, and-at times, classes, and the information was supplemented through
.open ended interviews with a sample of the students. Interviews with the pro-
fessors and reviews of their syllabi furnished additional data on the courses
and changes that were effected in them.

" .
4

Additionally, a number of other activities of the project were monitored during
the two periods: a special seminar by an out 'de consultant, meetings with the
certification and advisory committees, a g al student meeting, and special
conferences with the University President, e lOacri of EduCation, and the Head .
of the Department of Elementary Education.

Project Documentation

The prloject proposal and its subsequent negotiated modifications, the interim
reports by the proj ecl personnel, and the continuation documents submitted to
the US Department of Education, were provided for examination. Resource materi-
als, research and class papers by students,.correspondence with several agencies,
and the project arrangements with the Federation of North Texas Universities were
reviewed. Evidence of faculty and student participation in professional activi-
-ties was also furnished.

The Student Perceptions Study

The student study was set up to provide interim data, Via student opinions, on
the conduct of courses, progress in Spanish, content or methods offered and
needed, suggestions for improving the program generally, and ratings of their.
degree design. Additionally, the instruments were prepared so.they could be
coded and analyzed through canputer services to reduce the costs to the evalu-
ation and to furnish longitudinal. analyses across the years.

The data analyses wets, performed at the Computer Center of Trinity University
in San Antonio, Texas, the first two years, utilizing punch cards that could
be input in subsequent years. These were later transferred to tape as the cumu-
lated data became too bulky for punch card'input. The process was continued via a
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compatible program at San Francisco (California) State University
since that time. (The coding and analysis setup were detailed-in
the 1976-1977 report and are not repeated herein.) Versions 6;and-9 of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al)were used. No names were Used on the instruments but the students
were asked to provide their social security numbers; when these were
included, longitudinal tracking of changes in their perceptions wasperformed. Overall longitudinal studies, including all students,were also done.

The instrumentation comprised ihree separate forms. The firs.t pri-marily sought certain biographical/demographic data to be used as
possible differentiating variables for analyzing the long term re--
sults. *Students,were also asked to rate their proficiency in oral/
aural and reading Spanish when they began the program. That rating
on Form A, supplied the basis for subsequent analyses of progtess inthat language. Form.,B requested suggestions for improving the pro-gram and the individual courses, and obtained an update on/thir
Spanish proficiency. The opinionnaire, Form C, in keeping with the
general University policy of student evaluation of courses, gave the
opportunity for rating the several design and conduct aspects of the
courses, an overall rating on each-, and estimates of the amount of
Spanish used by the students and the professors in the courses.. (Allthree forms are included in Appendix C.)

During the first year,.the questionnaires were handed out during one
of the last clast periods with an explanation of the purpose.- The
students were urged to participate. The professor then left the
room and 'those. students who wished to complete an instrument, volun-
tarily, did.so, handed them to a student who sealed them into a
stamped envelope and mailed the package directly to the evaluator.
Assurance was given that neither the project staff nor the professor.
would see the completed instruments. Students were allowed to sub-
mit evaluations without including their social security numbers ifthey wished. ,Slighly more than 10% of them has left this blank
across the years;

The voluntary participation Was disappointing in some classes, to-
talling about 20% in one case and rising to about.80% in others.
The student monitor had been provided a list of the .students and was
asked to'note those that had completed a questionnaire. Because of
the relatively low rate of return, it was subsequently decided thatthe list might have been a deterrent to responding; it_was thereaftere
dropped. The response rate for the 'following quarter then rose dra-efmatically. Again, however, the.rate decreased to its lowest level
in the next quarter. Consequently, students were also given the op-
portunity to mail the questionnaire themselves. Professors were also
reminded to distribute the forms since interviews showed that &ernehad neglected to do so. An increase was then experience&but the
return rates have varied considerably across the years since then.

Substantial Increases in the instrument return rates have been experienced in
the last three years: 135 in 1980-1981, 147 in 1981-1982, and 156 in 1982-1983.
A part of the increase ig due to more undergraduates taking.more courses but
graduate students are also completing more evaluations.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES. IN C.
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As will be seen ,in the tables reporting the results of the analyses,
the N sizes were small for some courses and some sessions. In some
courses, the number of 'students was quite:small, especially those
related to research and the individual projects, appropriate to the
nature ofthat type .of work. Absenteeism no doubt also accounted
for some. Of the losses. 'The voluntary aspect also reduced the num-
ber sent. in. Because.of these circumstances, there was no necessary
relationship between the number of respondents listed in the tables

. of this report and the enrollment .in the courses. The small numbers.
weakened this portion of the study but could not have been avoided
without prejudicing .the rights of privacy of the students.

To ascertain whether the low response rate f lsOMe courses biased
the calculated replies; an examination of th mdwas conducted. The
study showed that excluding those with only one; or two forms:., no
'necessary relationship existed between the number of respondent's and
the ratings; that is, students subMitted instrwlents with ow, med-
ium, and high ratings in all-but four courses. In those, no weak or
very weak ratings were checked'and only four fair replies were.regis-
tered for all of the different course components. In two of the four,
only strong and veryitrong ratings'were given,. In othor courses,
however, and often involving the same students,'some very;low ratings
were assigned. Interviews With*Some students were also conducted to
examine the possibilities of biases and no directrelationships ap-
peared. Some studeintS who didnot submit evaluations stated they
simply did not do so; their stated ratings would have included the
complete range of ratingS offered. It is believed,Htherefote, that
no substantial bias entered the ratings when three or more students
completed the forms.

The instruments, asreceived via the mail by the evaluator, were
then coded and keypunched for statistical analysis. The.codings
were 100% verified, the analyses performed, and the appropriate tab-
les for the report. were prepared. The computer cards, for all the
years to date were subsequently committed to magnetic tape'for use-
in future longitudinal analyses.

Two kinds of data were transmitted to the project. The general in-
formation included in the.tabres. in this report, plus the discussions
with thedirecto, was the first and most important to the formative
evaltlation. Professors were given the opportunity V) request private
data on their,individual courses but only twodid so. This annual
report, including =some analyses across the stx years, was also to
be tendered to the project director for the use of the University,
the Bilingual Education Program, and the US Dtpartkerit of Education.
The specific course designations are not disclosed within this re,
port to protect the instructors.

Limitations to the Evaluation

Despite the several sources of information and the broad coverage of
the design, one obvious weakness remained without investigation: the

climpact of the program on improving the teaching abilities of the stu-
dents ich that their pupils learned more. Stated. more succinctly,
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as a question, dicithe children. in the. classrooms of the students
learn more because their'teachers,were participating in -this.project
and degree program? The difficulties of.such measurement are myriad.
and even controveysia The subject should notlle-\avoided, however,
simply because measurement is difficult and be use the'project
racked the .funds and other resources p-carry out Such.a'study. Se-
rious thought tp providing.at least some tentative conclusns should
be given and some resources should be provided by the US Department .

of Education or other entities to conduct this important research.

.Finally, the funding provided.for external evaluation was small and
the investigations, thertfore, were necessarily brief, even in some
cases caksory. The report must be taken within that limitation.
Despite4this handicap, a great deal of Useful information was fur-
nished throughout the study and that information helped the Univer-s.
sity and the project improve the program and its'services. -The.ex-
tepnal evaluator knows of no events or processes that were not scru-
tinized and therefoie submits ihis repott.with confidence in the
.findings unless otherwise stated.

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
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PROGRAM. PROCESSES

East Texas State University has operated the ESEA Title VII Bilingual
Program for seven years. In the first year, development activities occupied a

large, part of the administrative time and the program wet begun at a
highly functional rate. Several important. changes were made during
the year to strengthen both the, participant benefits and the manage-
ment capability so that still further improvements could be made in
the future.

During the second year, -the major processes were assbciated with the ,

consolidation of management,. enhancing the resources and services
available to the participants and faculty, and, the extension of the
work to include-a larger number of agencies and community institu-
tions. The early' cooperation with the Dallas Independent School Dis-
trict was continued and the. McKinley Independent School District was
added: East. Texas State. University membership in the Federation Bi-
lingual Training Resource Center increased the 'resources available
to the Title VII program and in return, the University contributed
experience based knowledge to the management of,the,Federation ope-
rations. An augmented thrust the second.,year was the strengthening
of the work with the Mexican American co6Munity, especially in the

.principal target area, Dallas, both by including that segment of the,
population in the management aspects of the program and in providing
leadership, enhancement services to its members

In the third year, with: the processes tIlpn principally at a routine
level, the program further consolidated its service offerings and
management systems, continued its work with the North Texas Federa-
tion and the community, and expanded its service area.into new dis-
tricts: Diocese of Dallas, Irving, Garland, fl.ano,Ennis;:Mesquitei.'
Mt. Pleasant, Paris, Tulia, and New Braunfels. Students were drawn
from an .even larger area whoil,e,the participation from Dallas was in-
creased/ From the beginning, relations with the Texas Education
Agency, the educational service centers, .and other universities in
the area were improved. One new element'in,the program was meetings
with Native American groups to explore ways to serve that community
component. Another addition was that of offering 'courses in TeaCh7
ing English as a Second Language in conjunction wittieo'the Texas Edu-
cation Agency. This was a valuable adjunct to the protram and of ,

inestimable'assistance to the districtS since little trainintlin that
field had been-available previously.

The fourth year showed further consolidation and expanO.on ,of the
program. The courses were updated and additional materials..wereA.v-
cluded as they became available. Permission to grant a doctorate
was. sought and granted, and the federal funds for'a few scholapships
for that level were obtained.' programs beyond. the masters
degree were also inaugurated. The number of undergraduate students
was increased and the masters program continued to grow. Beginning.
efforts to provide assistance ta other language groups, notably Viet-
namese, were studied. The University/Texas Education Agency offer-
ings in Teaching English as a Second Language were continued. Funds
for the leadership development work with the Mexican American and

41%
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other community constituencies were not granted for this year but a part of that
was taken up by student participants that carried out the work voluntarily.

The -North Texas Federation service activities were also discontinued; the several
universities encompassed a part 'of the work within their regular programS but the
loss of the considerable financial resources was significant.

During the fifth project year, East Texas State University was able to increace.
the participating student numbers even though many colleges were experiencing
substantial decreases. Further, more and uore'tudents were being attracted to
the proem from other parts of the state, from other areas of the US, and from
Mexico. A bilingual science educator was added to the faculty. Management
"changes were needed, also, to relieve the enormous burden that was shouldered by

. the administrators and the-University was able to modify its staffing to imprave
the condition. The library continued its acquisitions and the Satellite Learn-
hng Center obtained a much larger holding of bilingual reference materials, as
well as proVivide uore space for the staff.

.

Jhe sixth program year_gave more emphasis to the undergraduate instead of the
sraduate level; the undergraduates enrolled in greater numbers and there wa§
SOW decrease in gradustes.An endorsemqpt plan to add.English as a Second Lan-
guage to the teaching certificate was approved and begun in operation. Several
qhanges in the upper: echelon of University administziation were made and the new
officers were oriented to the bilingualprogram.

lear seven saw the proportions of undergraduates and gradUates remain about the
same except that fewer doctoral fellowships were available. Administrativeexi-
gencies caused a consolidation. ,of the two management posts into one; the long
experience of the coordinator made it possible to continue effectively with the
appointment of some of the faculty meMbers to graduate faculty status :and thus
able to share the advising load. The news _organ, Boiet.tn ; was removed from the
budget but commications continued at a atistlittory level,

4#4, /

Administration.

Amajor strength of the East,Texas State University ESEA Title VII program was
.'the dedicated early leadership of the director and assistant director. Their ,

experience through ,the first four years allowed a careful transition from a be-
ginning effort to one that operated with professional expertise. Their incorpo-

, rationjnto the regular University faculty furthered the program institutionali-
zation d impravement.

-Contrary to arrangements in some ESEA, Title VII projects :the personnel of the
East Texas State Upiversity program has the full range of prcafessotial duties:
'teaching, advising', committees, and administration. Institutionalization is
therefore much higher than in most others; the work loads, however, are greater.

-

The cooperatian.among the perpnnel of the project, ihe departments, and the dol-
., leges nct only continued but.was increased, even though sane of the persons oc-
cupying the administrative positions changed. Apart of the continuance was the
addttion of personnel that knew about and supported bilingual education. The
.administr4tion helped provide an envircnmnt'in which the project could flourish.
The new President, AcademicVice President, and Graduate/Dean erred with the
coordinator and supported his efforts. The Dean-of tion and Head of the
Departpent of Elementary Education cantinued their active participation.

14
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The offide space allotted to the project last year was modified samewhat but the
news_arrangement is efficient. since it provides a reception /typing area, a pri-
vate office for advising/administratioh, and a'separate roan for the storage and
control of the frequently use&demonstratio= reference materials The latter

sties much greater security for the mat s since they Trust be checked in
and out, and at the same tine provides an office for .the graduate assistant:

Changes in state laws and'regulations necessitated their study and toMetimes in-
cotporation'into the teaching or management within the program. Often these re-
'stilted in increased contacts with districts participating in the programs and
carmunications'with new ones. They naturally entail 'preparation by the staff so
that whether affecting districts or the University, they can bp incorporated
with a udninain of distraction from the primary function, that of preparing,highly
qualified teachers, administrators, and special staff members. The project paid
close attention to,the proposed changes and managed than well..

-4., Inter-Agency Cooperation

The Unive sity Title VII program cooperated fully with the Federation Tr
Resburee ter during its existence; it continued that cooperation with the
Federation and its members when that center was disbanded. Much of the'coor
nation this year took place through the Fort Worth Region Service Center; tlfe
staff worked individually ih producing many materials and served on several of
the advisory committees for its functions. ..

.

Discussed in another section, e program cooperated with the Texat Education
IlitAgency in offering specific tr! ing in the veaching of English as a Second Lan-

guage. Staff members also assisted in the fbrmulation of the provisional plan
for the endorsement to the teaching certificate in the beginning considerations
and later, submitting, through the' Certification Committee, a model endorsement
plan. The University'si.expeTience in offering the courses for the Texas Educa- '

tion Agency not only helped the Agency in its planning efforts but also prepared
the University staff and the committees for the development of its own plan.

Students fram East-Texas State 'University and the other, ers of the Federation
alsd continued their mutual crediting of specified courses anywhere within'the
group. This allowed for utilizing the greatest strengths of each University as
well as facilitate early endorsement since the teachers could attend the insti-
tutionduost favorable to their ownschedules.

Similarly, the University' personnel aided with many activities of the Mexican
American.community, both to help in the development of the community and as an
--gpression of its support. The,Cinco de Mayo and National Hispanic Week activi-
ties were enhanced by the support of the students and faculty.

In addition, and as a part f its own community, the program cooperatkwith.
the campus organization, As ciaci6n Cultural deigispano Americanos, helping pub-
licize the organization and its activities. This was a natural extension of the

program. The project alto assists other organizations for foreign students at J

the University and,' in turn, obtains their help in the preparation for and conduct
of the many multicultural efforts needed to train teachers for work in their dis-
tricts. Since the program cannot possibly possess all the materials it needs for
so many cultures, the cooperati9pays substantial dividends.
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Institutionalization

East Texas State University continued to support the ESEA Title VII program and
to incorporate it directly into the regular structure of the University. The
previously noted office space:and division of administrative responsibilities
are cases in point. In addition, slecial evidence of institutionalization was
demonstrated in:

. .

. All the teaching positions were held by tenure track staff except one
and discussions for. resolving that remaining problem were underway;

. The undergraduate and graduate endorsetent requirements for teaching
English as a Second'Language were proposed by, the faculty and approved
by the Texas Education Agency; .

. All other certificate and_degree programs were formaliAd and appeared
in the undergraduate and graduate catalogs;

. Library holdings ift.bilingual education and related fields were sub-
stantially expanded on the home campus and the Satellite Learning.
Center.

The faculty length in delivering, a part
remained at a high level, not only in the
several other departments that contribute

of the instruction in that language
bilingual education staff but also id
to the instruction.

The bilingual educatian coordinator and the external evaluator net with the new
President of the University shortly after he assumed his duties to present an
overview of the.previous years of work, the results of the evaluations, and the
strengths and areas needing improvement The Dean of the College of Educations
continued in strong support of the progran. The new Graduate Dean and the new
'Adademic Vice President had already worked with the bilingual education faculty

, and their continuing support was assured.

All of the interviews with the University officials produced expressions of
their concerns and commitment. The desire to fully incorporate the program can-
pletely into the University structure remained undiminishe , even though the
full realization of that aim could not be totally accompl' hed. The University

°1$has, however, institutionalized the ESEA TitleVII progr into its regular
structure more than any other known by the evaluator.

The evaluator would like to emphasize the impottance of,this aspect of the East
Teicas State University approach to the Title VII project since he also'works
with other university training programs. It has been relatively easy for, some
universities to grant Special status to a federal program, exempting it from the
usual control and administrative mechanisus The projects have almost always
suffered later. Cessation of the grant, difficulties with degrees and/or credits,
permanent faculty appointment omissions, and similar problems have often resulted
in the disappearance or substantial reduction in the university offerings and
services. While obviously East Texas.State University needed federal support
six years was a relatively short time to implement a programthat was a new field

- and especially when. the increased demands for bilingual teachers were still evi-
dent,' there was undeniable evidence of the incorporation of this program into
the regular offerings and structure of East Texas State University. It was a.

clear case of 'federal monies well ted for the future. Additionally, the low

incame level of.many of the part is justified the aid from tuition assis-
,

tance.
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Teaching Faculty

The University and the project continued to make important moves in
improving the capability to deliver bilingual teacher trairing. In
addition to the appointments cited in previous reports, several de-
partments have added faculty with demonstrated ability to work in
bilingual education and the necessary related fields. 'The Universi-:'
ty has an unusual strength in that field and in-teaching English as
a Second Language.

The University was also able to reduce its dependence upon'adjunct
faculty. Such faculty members, even when chosen with a great deal
of care, do not akways produce the highest amount of.student learn-
ing. The one long term adjunct has the highest ratings in the faculty and was
promoted this year.

The University faculty was observed to work hard in making the Oro:
gram a success, closely following the degree design specified for
bilingual education. The students perceived some weaknesses and .

those are detailed,in a later chapter. Some part of the weakness
was due to the field itself - the relatively small amount of objecr.
tive research relating implementation to student performance. Some
progress' was noted in this regard: the study for the.California Le-
gislature; a series of articles in, the Reading Teacher and the AERA
Journal.; plus evaluations of small projects described in the ERIC
entries. The faculty was aware of the. new materials and were in-
corporating them-into their instruction.

Another source of the complaints voiced in the interviews was the
many non-program courses taken.,by the undergraduate students, who
were' in the majority in 19E2-1983. Students criticized poor pre-
paration for some classes, dwelling on inconsequential material,
and in a few cases, insufficient attention to their needs. While
no university condalnes these problems, the number of.complaints
was probably no greater than had the students of other programs
been queried.

Most importantly to the long term view of the teaching, the number
and severity of the complaints about the quality of instruction in
the graduate courses decreased markedly. The renovation of the syl-
labi and the now continuous coordination of material across courses had
largelyleliminated the source of some graduate criticism.

Unfortunately, one area remained problemmatic for the undergraduates',
that of the. Spanish instruction. It must be noted, however, that
some improvement in the ratings occurred, chiefly because one pro-'
fessor not previously included, was judged by the students to in-
struct well. The complaints registered in previous years about the
denigration of Mexican American Spanish-and about courses taught
mostly in English,.continued for two of the professors. The matter'
wassagain brought to the attention. of the administration and re-
views were promised. It must be emphasized that the graduate cour-
ses in Spanish were rated very high
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The discussion of these problems is necessary but it should not be
_ ten as ,a condemnation of the teaching within the program. To the
'contrary, the student ratings of the courses-and the observed con-
'tent coverage and teaching methods showed exemplary professor capa-
bilities i most of them. "Tough but thorough" was a typical expla-
nation for a professor that from the beginning has always had high
rating's. "Demands a let of wqrk but teaches well,"."knows bilingual
education techniques and shows us how they should be conducted," and
"it wasn't an English 'course but my writing improved because he de-
manded it" were'other important responses. "I learned research in
that course that wasn't even on research" was a complement any' pro-
fessor should be happyloto merit. In summary, then, almost all of
the professors in the ftogram tau what they should and did it_
.well. No program could ask for ore -' except to insist that all, pro-.
fessors do that.

. The amount of .Spanish used in the classes has not.ilicreased much over
the years. In some classes, 99% was conducted in that language; in
others, nearly none. Several factors contributed to the differences.
In'some classes, there were so many monolingual English speakers that
the professor would have been in error if he had conducted the class-
es in Spanish.' Some professors, Pf course, did not speak fluent
Spanish but most:of these at least tried tq use what they knew. One,
important technique. Observed in one course was that the profeisor,
limited in Spanish,,piovided the necessary vocabulary for the content

-by writing the words on the board and obtaining help from Spanish
-speaking students in explaining them.. Still another, who understood
a great dell of Spanish but could not speak well, insisted that the
Vanish speaking members of the class respond in Spanish. That,'too,
was a perfectly acceptable technique. In.general, then, and consi-,
dering the ,several factors, the amount' of Spanish utilized in the
courses was. probably at about the level it could be. If the enroll-
ment were higher,. special Spanish sections could be formed but under
the present circumstances, the various efforts to use that language
were commendable.

The evaluator has had,many opportunities to become well acquainted
with some of the students who, because of necessary part time work.,
still remain. Two areas of-improvement in oral Spanish have been
noted in them:. they used Spanish more and they made fewer errors.
The increased vocabulary of the Spanish. speaking Mexican Americans
was notable. Vocabulary and pronunciation by the non-Mexican/Latin
Americans improved. Students were also.pfoduCing more project work
(in Spanish and that work was more accurate. Spelling improved, more
'diacritical marks were inclilded, and the grammatical construction
showed a better grasp of -the language. An examination of .some ele,.
mentary teaching projects, for example, revealed few errors and even
fewer clumsy phrasings. The writing in Spanish definitely increased
and improyed.

The general teaching practices of the faculty also improved. No com-
plaints about lateness or absences of faculty were registered. None was alleged
to have come to class unprepared. Three students suggested that one Professor
would be better with more elementary classroom experience.. The observed prepara-
tion and subject dominance were high: Student participation was excellent. While
to an outser thes,e would seem to be expected qualities, the reality in university
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work, the reality in many university courses is less than desirable
performance. East Texas State' University definitely improved its
teaching in the classes associated with the bilingual education
program.

Not content with the present status in teaching, the project has
continued its faculty development program with even more attention
to, instruction. Several seminars wereheld, both on the content
of bilingual educationsand related topics, as well as on the metho-
-dologieS for delivering them. Too, the University produced a stu-
dent evaluation of the instruction and it,was instituted during
last year. While some professors were dissatisfied with the new
system, the institutional pressure to improve instruction remained
strong, as evidenced by the adoption of the evaluation.

Professionalization

The intensive duties of the staff in combinaCtiop with the work in.
project and in.regular departmental functions cremonstrated an un-
usual commitment. It also restricted some activities that might
lead to greater professionalization. Nevertheless, the faculty
members found time to work on some research, consult with other
universities and some districts, and conduct evaluations. The fa-
culty continued to show its concern foi professional development:

In the prbcess of adopting a certificate endorsement.for English
as a Second Language, the Tekas Education Agency requested input
from several sources: The project staff participated in one held
by universities with bilingual education departments, presenting
a provisional plan for a degree and for a certificate. The State
evolved a tentative set of-courses and East Texas State' University
was one of those asked to provide Suggestions on it. .Additionally,
a speciai English as a Second Language subcommittee of the bilin-
gual education committee drafted a proposed plan for East Texas

. State UniverSity and it was accepted almost id its entirety, making '
it possible'for.some Students to begin work on the endorsement al-
most immediately" .

The faculty persisted in its work with the Texas Association for
Bilingual Education, the. TESOL group, and the Association of Teach-
ers of Foreign Languages. _Even though no funds were available for
some meetings, faculty members paid their own way to participate.

A strong interest in professional reading was manifested in several
faculty contacts. Some cited recent articles and research reports,
commented on evaluations.and new measurement procedures, and in.
other ways demonstrated a'good grasp of what was new in bilingual
education. Faculty use.of the two data retrieval systemS was evi-

. denced. The use of the many bilingual materials housed in the,cur-
riculum library, the main library, and the Satellite Learning Cen-
ter was high. The library'continu d to respond to student and fa-
culty needs by increasing the ho ngs. A notable production was
an annotated bibliography'on bilin al legislation\and court cases
produced by pne. of the librarians.
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Strong evidence of professionalization has been continuously noted thrOughout the'
project's life-in the annual reviews of the offerings and modifications of then .

as required. The 1982-1983 study produced some substantial dhanges in the under7
graduate and graduate degree programs for bilingual education. Some dourses had
already, beet], introduced for the English as a Second Language endoresement. The

'tatter was'foimalized this year and accepted by the Texas Education Agency. Si-
milarly, the revisions to the degree and endorsement plans for the bilingual edu-
cation portions were approved. (See Appepdix A for these plans )

Articles were submitted to area newspapers, radio.and television programs, and
these, plus direct letter' communications continued to aid professionalization.
These further helped reduce the effects of the loss of the p1 6ject newsletter.
The campus and fadillty newsletters also aided in keeping information flowing.

Graduate student research, produced primarily in partial fulfillment of the re-
quirements of the research methods course, continued to show'high quality. The
publications search, treatment of the mdterials, and clear distinction betWeen
the reporting and conclusions sections, were major advances. Three examples -
"Bilingual Education as it Relates toLESA and non-LESA Students," "The Influ-
ence of Child's Self-Concept on Reading Achievement ,'4' and "A Comparative Study
of Pre and Post Test Scores of,Kindergarten Children Using the Caldwell Pre-
School Inventory" - denote'the difficulty of the topics undertaken, an indication
of the seriousness of the graduate student work.

Professionalization in the East Texas State University ESEA Title VII project is
at a high level. Plans for future studies and improvements will further that end.°

Communicty Involvement

Although Title VII no longer funded the direct community involvement: activities*
of the bilingual program at East Texas State University, the previous work was
conducted so well that many continuing efforts could still' be 'noted. Community
'leaders trained in earlier years remained active, promoting specific .benefits
for their communities as well. as improving bilingual education: Faculty members,
former students, and cuirently enrolled students were still contribting Their
skills to community development. Parental assistance with many activities in
the schools with bilingual education remained quite bigh. The important work -

begun through the project was still paying dividends. c

A second kind of involvement, that of the teaching community, was evidenced all
through the present year. Teachers and administrators fram the school districts
were included in the advisory committee to the project; they were used as re-
sources for the work and contributed,a great deal to the formulation of the gene-
ral policie6 and the conddct of the program. They, were not seen as "objects' sco

the program, as is often the case, but as integral cooperators in a design and
delivery system.

Yet another importadt evidence of the project's professional concern' for the in .

clusion of the district teachers and'administratorS into the Title VII program was.
the consultation sought by then When problems arose in their schools. These re-
quests for assistance and information have increased measurably across the years.

Not content with campus consultations, the East Texas State University, through
its Title VII project end its awn resources, prOvided in-school assistance via-

1.
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the wol of the liaison persopnel.
,

Every staff Member was seen as
a' part' of that system' to.provide services to, and at the same time
gather information on needs from, the district persOnnel, Special
liaison work was assigned as a part of some faculty members work
to ensure timely delivery of services to the schools and to sthe
students. Regular visits were made to the schools, with advance
notice, and assistance was given when requested. Further, repcirts
on the monitoring of charges' and on the assistance rendered'provi-`'
ded a, feedback to the project so it could ,improve.

The student-eValuations of the liaison services have been more-and
more favorable through the project years. (A:lopgitudinal report,
is included in a later section.) Some of this positive increase,
of course, was. due to the augmen ed capacity of ,the, project to de
liver this kind of service. Th ratings also showed,

-.

S''
however, that

the teachers and administrator recognized that the University and
the project could provide, specialized services-to bilingual educe-
tipn in their schools

,

,

Other evidence of the recognition of the willingness and,ability
of the East Texas State University Title VII project to help with
educafional problems was that-of the increased number of coopera
ing school districts. As new laws and regulations were promulgate
more and more districts called on the project to assist with compli-
ance. Some districts have begun the planning and-implementation'of

-16iLingual programs with the advice and counsel of project personnel,
have urged their,teaChers to participate in the credentialing it'
courses, and have pade contributions to the work of the program.
All of these, even .those of only early formation, denoted acceptance
of the Title VII project and its concern for involvement between.the
University and the districts.

hile there are many p /

rositive sections to this evaluation
probably no phase of the East Texas State University project reached
th,ehigh degree of realization as' that ofjprofessionathation. ' The
author has evaluated university programs in Texas, Arizona, and
California and has never found the superiv quality evidenCed at.
East Texas State 'University. The projec Fas wells integrated intol,
n;tthe University, the school districts, communities. This
commendable.element in the project sh

aoul

be disseminated to Other
university_projects and the personnel s Iloduld be asked to assist
others in achieving such a high degree of cooperation. Much of the
project s success in other endeavors wiithfAts prograffi was directly,

. .

related- to its commitment to sprofessio aliza.tion - to its competence
in the Aelivery of 'services to every p rt of its community,.

1

Communicati ns

The communications efforts were evid nt from. all:.'. the explanations in
the preVious sections of this report, but they beat repeating for
emphasis; 'The project vorked hard at maintaining 'a; dialogue, with
all its audiences: stateagencies, other universities, its own uni-
versity components, the.districts, the Mexican American' commilnitY,
and the students' It actively pro ided information anfl 'sought in
formation from them.
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Resource Facilities

The East Texas State University project was especially cognizant of the need to .

provide a wide range of resource materials for the use of the faculty and stu-
dents. While few Title VII funds were used in *this acquisition, the project
stimulated the collection of many materials and the accumulated resources were
unusually' large for such a project.

The caucus library has been a major forcelin providing the resource materials.
-Priinahly utilizing its own funds, this University component collected one of
the best sets: of materials yet examined by the evaluator. The collection was nbt
only cormlendable for its'uaterials on bilingual education but also on linguistics,
Spanish, English, history, sociology, psychology, anthropology, andmany other
relatepi fields: A part of the credit for this collection also wasdue to the fa-
culty examination of the literature and suggestions that would further the study
of'their fields.

Some specialized curricular materials have been purchased with Title VII
Over the years and these were housed in ahspecial office near that of the p
ject to provide control over them. These include materials for nearly every:
grade and have been reported as unusually help to new districts offering bi-
lingual arvi ESL education, as well as to estab shed ones that want to change
their curricula:

East'Texas State University alsd maintains the Satellite Learning'Center in the
Dallas area and it, too, housed important materials to the work of the project.

e site facilitated the use of the materials by the part time students who
rked all day and had fewer opportunities to study on campus.

The ofessors who taught in the learning center also carried great amounts of
books and.curriculum sets with them, further increasing the exposure of the stu-
dents to the special materials. They also carried some audio visual materials
with them, adding student knowledge of what is available.

The arrangements with Dallas and the other. participating diStricts also made more
teaching materials available. Similarly, the Federation arrangement with the
other North Texas universities included the use of their libraries, greatly en-
hancing the resources with fewer funds.

Summary of the Process Variables

The Fast Texas State University administration had gone to unusual lengths to in-
corporate the project work into the regular University structure. While it had
not yet bee able to manage all of the institutionalization that was planned,
primarily because of financial constraints, it had achieved far more than any of
the other Title VII projects the evaluator had studied. ,*6

!it*
tip

Inter-agen0 coopeiation was high, especially with 'e participating s 1 dis-
tricts, the other members of the North Texas Federation of Universities e Tex-

.as EduoatiortAgency,,and its service centers, and among the depalOients,an col-
leges .of the hcoeqiristitution. Despite some major changes in tfietniliersity ad-
minis the project retained its support. The new officers took time to

obed -aapainted with 'the work, the staff, and the evaluations. The assistance
from e Dean of Education remained exemplaFy. Cumunity involvement with the
many pcpulation cceponenttin the areas' of concentration, within the Univerpity

.

1,
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and with professional colleagues was very high; the combination was commenda4.
*

In review, gAst Texas State University and the ESEA Title VII Bilingual Progrin
made substantial strides toward the'best possible delivery of services to the°
students, the districts, and ultimately to the limited English profidient ch.lad-
ren in the State. The officials of both are c atulated for their persisteht
efforts toward these goals. .4*,

4
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THE STUDENTS IN THE PROGRAM

East Texas State University conducted a needs assessment on the
,training required in the North Texas area at the beginning of-its
program. Utilizing the data available from the Tex*s Education
Agency, published research, and surveys in the immediate geographic
region, it was evident that the deficiencies in all levels of-re-
soRrces to Conduct bilingual education were critical. The Mexican
American population was growing very rapidly in the Dallas and Fort
Worth areas; moderate increases were noted in the smaller popula-
tion centers throughout the North Texas portion of the state.

The first thrust, and still the largest in terms of numbers, was the
provision of bilingual education methods and techniques to already
certified teachers in elementary schools. Two options were avail-
able: the courses needed for the endorsement tq, the elementary cer-
tificate and a full master degree program in bilingual education.
As.soon as this program waNstabilized, the Uniyersity then planned
and negotiated approved programs for undergraduates so they could
enter the bilingual education field directly; a specialist program
beyond the masters degree was needed that would equip experienced .

personnel to aid the administration and teachers,in the implementa-
tion of bilingual education; and the doctorate in education, which
would provide both specializations and at the same time furnish
high level personnel for otheat, functional positions in universities,
agencies, and local administrations.

All four levels were direLyileeded throughout the North Texas area
and the nation. Increases in the number of pupils that could bene-
fit from bilingual education and programs to serve them, have kept
the demand high. The four programs are still needed if the students
in elementary and secondary schools are to be educated within an en-
vironment that will facilitate their abilities to enter, profit from,
and contribute to the educational, soci 1, political, and economic'
life of the state and tile nation.

Program Participants

The majority of the East Texas State University Title VII partici-
pants came from the Dallas Independent School District,. which co-
operated directly with the program. Many others, however, came from
other-districts in the North Texas area, and recohly, from all over
Texas. t

In the early years, almost all the participants were teachers in the
first four grades-of school since that was the emphasis for bilin-
gual certification. Since.that time, the numbers of participants
from the other grades and from other pclsitions in the schools have
increased markedly, demonstrating an attraction to the'East Texas
State University program. That change is significant since several
universities in the area offer some levels of training for bilingual
,education.'

c
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The University guarantees the privacy of information, therefore, the reporting .

or the several characteristics studied is voluntary. Too, many students parti-
cipating in the courses were not assisted financially by Title VII. The two fac-
tors combine so that the percentages cited in the accompanying tables do not ne-
cessarily translate into the numbers officially registered as ESEA Title VII
participants.

The wide variety of occupations of the reporting participants is displayed in
Table 1. The changes across the years represent differing mot-lases in the
schools, on the privision of bilingual education and ESL in different grades,
and the group receiving special assistance from the project.

Table 1: 'Comparative Frequencies. of Reporting Participants by Occupation from
1976 to 1983

Occupation
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

% % 7C , %

10 12 12 14 p 12 4 3 1

36 47 48 43 30 27 22 27 .\

13 13 14 4 15 12 9 12,AV

4 _ 2 4 8 3 8 6 *
3 1

0
4
0

7

0
7

0
6
0

5

0
14
1.

** ** , ** ** 6 8 5 0

0 ,, 0 0 0' 1 1 1 1

2 ' 2 3 6 6 2 3 3

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

1 2 2 2 3 2 i 1

1 2 2 4 0 1 1

** ** ** ** 6 18 42 38

15 13 11 24 1 4 1 0

1 9 0 0 0 3 2 0

Teacher: kindergarten
1

grades 1-3
grades 4-6
grades 7_8
grades 9-12
adult *

Aide
Volunteer
Administrator
Cuter /media . .

Curriculum writer
Resource teacher 1

Student/unemployed
. Unspecified other
No response

* Grades 7 through Z2 were combined into a single "secondary" response.
**Between the Z979 and Z980 reports, the computer program was expanded to ac-
count for these specifications formerly grouped under "other."

The principal drawing area was the Dallas area; as the teachers there gained the
credential and/or degree, decreases were expected. ,However, these were partially
offset by the inclusion of other area districts amdrby losses from tWe alreadly

prepared teachers. The large increase in students that were unempl9yed mostly
resulted from the changed emphasis to funding that group.

.

The total and bilingual teaching experience of the students in the first few years
was fairly stable. As many of the experienced instructors completed theircerti-
fications and degrees, the total experience diminished. -The bilingual experience
continued to rise until 1982, when the higher proportion of undergradimtes dilu-

ted that factor. Similarly, the 1983 offerings for ESL teachers, filmy of *ham
do not teach in bilingual education; decreased the experience variable for bi-
lingual but not the total years. Table 2 compares the frequencies for both to-
tal and bilingual experience for the last five years; 1979 was representative of
the previous project years and thus the entire project period would have added
little to the information.
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Table 2: Cooperative Frequencies of the Total and .Bilingual Teadhing Ekperience
of the Participants: 1979-1983

Experience
Categories

Total

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

'% % % 7, ,%

Bilingual

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

% % . %

None 4 '4 12 39' 33 8 6 22 44 48
Less than one year. .8 6 -16 14 14 2,9 21. 29 19 17
One to two years 18 11 16 11 15 22 11 16 14 16
Three to five years 29 39 14 14 12 25 38 14 5 9
Six to ten years 18 20. 14 T. 19 10. 12' 4 7 11
Eleven years or more 23 16 8 11 6 12. 2 2 .3
'No response. 0 10 3 0 O. 0 9 5

The relatively large increase in thp "none" category in 1983 when capared,to
1982 represents mostly those teachers returning to the University to gain
ESL training, many of whom had not been invblved in bilingual educatiqn.
number of undergraduate students, also a part of the "rond category, remained
about the same although their percentage of the total reporting was slightly
mailer than the previous year.-

The proportion of male to female students was stable the last four years with
only minor variations. (Table 3) The proportion of males continued higher
than in the early years of the project.

Table 3: Male and Female Proportions among the Student
Populations: 1979-1983

Sex
1979 1980

%

1981

%

1982

%

1983

%

Male
Female

12
88

.19
81

16
84

18
82

18

82

'Ethnicity changed a great deal 1981 and some of that difference remained'in
1982 and 1983. In all the earl years, Mexican Ana!ricans had made up more
thanhalf. In the latter years, the number decreased, as did the percentage,
while the number of Anglos and other Latin Americans increased. It should be
noted, however, that some Mexican Americans that speak little or no Spanish
classified themselves in the "Anglo and other" category. (Table 4)

,Table 4: Reported Ethnicity Frequencies: 1979-1983

Ethnicity 26

Mexican American
Other Latin Americans
Black
American
Anglo and o

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
% a/. % 7.

53 55 37 43 41
0 7 8 10 11
2 0 2- 1 .1

0. 0 2 2 1
45 38 52 44 46
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The proportion ig the students that
very rapidly fin 1977 through 1980
dramatically frOlm the previous high
Were new to the program and/or were
to capplete the certificate courses
many were seeking the ESL endorsemen

already held the bilingual endorsement grew
. In 1981, however, the percentage dropped
of.64% to' 26 %. -Many of the 1981 students
undergraduates, and had not, yet had time

. In 1983, that perdentage remained low since
t.

Seven years of examining student characteristics has, found important differences.
The early years of being one of the first university programs to make the certi-
ficate available, attracted a large number of experienced persons to the degree
program. Many Mexican Americans wereamong that early group. Later, Anglos and
others were attracted; eveapare of this.group appeared when the ESL endorsement
program was, approved." Similarly, the emphasis on undergraduates reduced the
proportions of both total and bilingual experience among the students; the latter
was reduced even further with the-ESL program.

These changes, however, correspond to the reality of unat,was happening in the
districts, among students generally, and within the University, East Texas
State University and the ESEA Title VII project have been able to meet the cur-
rent needs of the students and of education in the State of Texas.
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STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF THE SERVICES

Many universities have begun programs for bilingual education; some
of them have expeiienced little or no growth. One of the problems
has been a'r65.trictive set of course offerings that did not appeal
to the students. Still another has been offerings by professors
who were unprepared in bilingual education or who continually dwelt
on philosophical issues or personal campaigns of one sort or another
but who did progresS to a high degree of technical teacher pre-,
paratiop:. None of fhese conditions has produced attractive programs
to.a large number of students. ti

To help assure'that both the program and the courses met the stu-
dents' needs, the East Texas State'University Title VII project set
up a close monitoring system, utilizing both expert judgment about
the courses and the way they were taught, and student perceptiOns
of the program as a whole and its parts. As each set of course ob-
servations was.completed,.oral and written interim reports were_sub7
mitted so that 'the project administrators had the opportunity to
talk with the instryctors,.givinghelpful suggestions for improve-
ment. In addition, the observor offered private, individual colt-
ferences to any professor that so requested, again to offer sugges-
tions. Further, the students rated each course and the rating forms
were sent to the evaluator. The results were summarized, sent to

" the administration, and offered to any professor that desired the
information on his specific course. .

1

The present document:because of the anonymity requirements, does
not identify professors or courses; these were discussed as they
related to the Title VII project's-attempts to produce-the best
possible environment for learning. Reiterating from the methodology
xsection, the student evaluations were voluntary, thus some courses
,received few ratings. Also, some courses 1.4-students' programs were
not exclusively for bilingual education and-one or lonly-a few stu-,
dents might be enrolled in them. This reduced the statistical in-
ferences that could be made from the ratings. The discussions in
this chapter will be concerned principally, then, with those courses
for which three or more forms were returned. The narrative sugges-
tions, however, were utilized for the entire range of courses in
which the reporting students were enrolled:*

General Perceptions

The students were asked to rate the general program in which they
were enrolled plus their fluency in Spanish. In addition to one
point in time assessments, their ratings were examined across the
years theywere enrolled, giving both a cross sectional and a longi-
tudinal analysis of these two aeneral elements.

The first element, the degree design, was examined in the present
report in two ways. First, the ratings by all studenti- reporting
each year were compared 'across the lat four years. Many in 1981

28
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even more in 1982 wefe just beginning their programs under the project and few
chose to judge them at that point; in 1983, however, they had progressed far
enough to feel competent to rate the program: (See Table 5.)

The mean rating given by those responding was greater than the strong category.
It was higher than had ever been tecorded previously. The improvements in the
degree design (Appendix A) were probably involved; comments also suggested that
a former advisor, no longer with the project, had sometimes "misled" them and
they appreciated the higher quality in 1982-1983.

.

Table 5: Rating Frequencies and Calculated Composite Means
on Degree Design

Category*
1978

%
1979 1980 1981

% 7G

1982 1983
7.

Very strong 10 6 18 14 16 25
Strong 47 53 51 41 41 51
Fair 39 30 27 16 8 10
Weak, 1 2 1 2 0 -0

Very 1 0.0 0 0 o,

No res ise 2 10 3 27 35 12

Composite Rating'. 3.62 3.72,3.883.91 4.0844.12'

* Very strong=5, strong=4, fair =3, weakgt, very weak=l;
no response was eliminated from the calculations for
the composite ratings.'

The 1983 rating was not statistically different from that of 1982 but it was
(.001) when compared to 1978 and 1979. The'degree design is a complicate:Lye-
riable but the students saw improvement over the years.

IIKAThe infl f students seeking the ESL endorsement but not that of the bilingual
credential s complicated the comparisons of increased Spanish fluency across
the years, ubstantial increase§ hadc)been registered during 1981 and 1982 but
the many participants,Inot studying Spanish in 1183 clouded the issue for 1983.
.Mathematically, the proportion indicating progess declined but it is unlikely
that this.was true for those enrolled in Spanish courses and in the bilingually
taught methods courses. -.'

The number of undergraduates and the ESL, teachers new to the program lowered the
proportion of those who could judge the lin-Non services to the schools and
teachers. The mean rating, between fairly and very eflfctive, remained at the
same level as for 1982. It has been quite stable across the years Those who
know the program rate it quite highly.

Few evaluator observations of the liaison visits can be conducted during the mo-
nitoring due to the press of time. It is necessary to rely heavily, then, on
the interviews with the participants. Their comments range widelyin content,
depending upon the nature of the assistance that is furnished, but their qua-
litative judgments are much like those in the ratings: it is a worthwhile pro-

gram component. It is important to note that almost all of than express the
opinion that more liaison visits wbuld help then and their schools in reach-

ing the limited English speaking children.
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Table 6: Frequencies and Composite Ratings of the Liaison Services:
1979-1983

-Response Categories* 1979 1980'1981
70

198.1983

Very effective
Fairly effective
Not effective

16-

13
4

20
27

6

_

16.

4
0

17

10
.0

14.

8

0

No response/Not observed 67 47 80 '13 . 78

Composite rating 1.4 1.3 1,3 1.4 1.4

* Very effective=2, fairly-effective=1, not effective=0; no response/
not observed excluded from the,,Calculation of the composite rating.

In earlier years, the evaluation included the consultant portion, of the project.
The general reduction of funds at the University has considerably, reduced the
number of speakers that can be brought in. The project continued to cooperate
with other organizations on the campus and in the Satellite Learning Center area
to provide what it could. The component was dropped from the new evaluation
form because of the scarcity of resources for its realization.

Overview of the Services

The major services were rated at about fair i the earlier years; those ratings
have improved during the past four years or, have remained stable. 'The most im-
portant increase in the ratingsbas been fin' the degree design,a vital element
to students. Changing participant composition, due to ESL students; was thought
as a potentialreduction about servicesbut the newer entrants that replied about
the services answered much as. the bilingual studerits did..

a
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PERCEPTIONS OF THE INSTRUCTION

The East TeXas State University Title VII. ,project has emphasized the
improvement in the delivery of its services to the students. The
provision of materials, profetsors experienced in bilingual educa-
tion, and assistance to those professors was expected to create a
teaching/learning environment that would maximize the, participant
benefits from this most important portion of the program. Greater
learning' by the students, who are the teachers and specialists in
the districts, would then benefit the pupils in those districts by
increasing their learning.

UniVersity systems are such that a special project cannot demand
.

. changes in t1e way the courses are taught; it can only offer assis-
tance and suggestions to, that those who want, tosimprovg,:can do so. .

Individual professors are jealous of their cburses/and:sometimes
resist modifications that. might make their work more acceptable to
students, reasoning that their subject matter is more. important
than what the.students think. Too, circumstances do not always per-
mit a UniVersity the ideal choice for an instructor in a particular
course. East Texas-State University has continually worked toward.
the long range goal'of improved teaching, both.bY offering assis-
tance and -by choosing the best personnel it can find.

Some subjects, howeVer, are less well received in and of themselves
and these tend to receive less favorable evaluations from students.
Subjects-that are totally new to "the studen'ts',' onesthat 'require an
unusual amount of outside study, and those that. are more theoreti,-.
cal than practical are among the less, favored materials. Addition-
ally, not all students perceive the conduct of a course alike, Va-
riations in their perspectivet, theirprepatation; and.their inten-
tions when they signed up for a course all.coRtribute to differen-
tials in thexatingt given._

/.Nevertheless the University insists that student perceived infoi-
mation about theCourses is a valu le input,to,the-improvement of
the project servicet. The *coryt experienCe'of the evaluator
with this program deMonstrated t at such'is the case, -Each,year
several professots have requeste rivate'information about their

-course ratings,.have discussed the tudent perceived deficiencies
and strengths with the evaluatot, and have subsequently MOdifieethe
offerings such that their ratings have improved.

Two typet of information were gathered about the courses: onb was the
ratings on'the course's and the instructional components,Of them. .The
ratings provided direct measurement for the evaluation and benChmarks
against which the professors could strive for improvement. The se-
cond type was suggestions from the students 9n ho* to improve the
courses. TheieiWere important adjuncts to the scale values (very
-strong, strong, fair, weak, very weak) .on a-Likert scale of 1 to S

e(a rversed'polaTity), which allows for statistical analyses of the
results, The suggestions for improvement and the general comments
about courses are usually not quantified since their voluntary
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inclusion does not necessarily indicate the number of students hold-
ing that opinion.

In a few instances,'a comment or suggestion will be so pervasive
that the proportion of students indicating it is provided, either
because the.number was, small and therefore might not represent the
ideas of the group, or when the number was large and thus demonstra-
ted a general perception. The anonymity of the professors was guar-
anteed-and that sometimes caused comments to be deleted from the re-
port since their inclusioft 'would point directly to one instructor.
When a suggestion was positive, posing no threat to the professor,
it was-incorporated even though identification might be possible.

Program Design

Each student was asked to comment on or offer suggestions about how
the general design of the program 'could be enhanced. Across the
four years, these'have decreased considerably, apparently reflect-
ing the higher positive ratings given the courses -during that time.
That is, it appeared that in, most cases, when studentS were satisfied
with the`courseso they felt less inclined to write out general com-
ments. Thatis.!E of absolute, howerer, since two conditions in .1979-
19g0 caused them to include substantial narrative information and
the positiVe carEmmts have continued 'since then.

441:40First, two ]ess than positive conditions were commented on exten-
sively. Over the years, but, in lesser quantities each year, the
students have expected that the professors wOuld:use.more Spanish
in 'the condudt ofithe classes. As discuSsed ina previous section,
the amount 'of Spanish that could be usedwas in part dictated by

-

the proficiency of. the professor and in part, that pf the ,students,
The suggestions did note differences but still indicated their own
concerns for greater fluency. in Spanish and the recognition that
its utilization,in the classes could, help them improve.'.

The second type of comment was that engendered by perceived improper
'conduct of a" course. ,. The students might be generally satisfied with
their-program but regard a particdlar course as needing improvemtnt.
While some of these,were discussed earlier, the most- important
are reiterated here for emphasis:

. Students expected, thab'Spa4ish would be the dominant language
in a Spanish dourse;-they,objected strenuously when ..one under-
graduate course was taught /primarily in English:

. Both Mexican. Americans ar non-Mexican Ameriwns objected tb
disparaging remarks made about Mexican Ameria%nsendioi about
their' Spanish.

. Criticisms about several undergradUate, non-prOgram;_Ourses
were frequent; the grading systemWas criticized iii-sahe of
the.courses,

,

. Thegraduate courses, especially. those on. Spanish,' enjoyed
veryfavorable comments.

...,
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These findings were relayed to the administration of the project and,
to those professors that requested private information on their own
courses. The project and University administrations were aware of.
most of these problems and were seeking.ways to alleviate them. At
least one professor 'Wade a determined effort, to improve the delivery
of the,courses between the fall and spring sessions and the spring
comments showed some success in this. regard.

The positive comments, 'mentioned earlier,,far out weighed those that
were less favorable. In fact, most coUr4s received a considerable
number of notes about the amount of,',1e0ning, the excellent informa-
tion that had beenimpartedt and the methods used in'teaChing them.

Another kind of suggestion emanated from a'1981 course added to the
program. All the students but one in that course took the. time to
write, a substantial narrative about it, praising the professor, the
project, and the inclusion of. the course in the design. As an, 1.411s-
tration of the strengthof the offering, the following eNcerpte4tom
he comments are presented: ry

.:thcis course should be a prerequisite, to. be taken, before
other'bilingual courses...

his course should be offered at the-beginning of the
Masters program.

I learned more about writing and improvinimy Spanish fluency
in this course than in any I have ever taken.

...is to be '&Ongratulated for the finest course ever presented
in this or.any:Oher.program in which frhave been, enrolled.

Now I want inore; a'followup course or Okses on Spanish gram-
mar and comT4Ttion,would greatly.improve:tkis program.

4

These are especially important judgments since the. student were by
no means talking about an easy course. Included in ;their othmentty.
were phrases such aA ".1..toughest course ever..." ''.:.har professor
but knows her business and how to teach it... "worked harder on
this,course.than lithe rest combined." The only,mgative comments,
and those were still tempered by praise for the eolrse and the pro-
fessor, came from students' who felt that their level of prOticiency
in Spanish caused them some difficulties. . ,.

. . .

Nearly every' student suggested that the ..course be offered very early
(or first) iii the program. It would appear to the evaluat6r, how-
ever, that some,stud'y of the case should precede such a move. A
good many Of' the.Students in ,this course were-hot very proficient in
Spanish when,they, nbega their work at East Texas State University.
fo doubt some -Could"halie taken the.coursealmost immedi4fely but some
would have had manydifficulties and perhaps not have learned as much.'
as they did at,this,later time. If there were'enough students, the
best might.be' to-,offer a section early to students very fluent in
Spanish and thinanother later on for those that need to improve
their,fikiencyfirst.

33°
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In general, then the program design, as seen through.the'degree design and the
comments regarding it, has shown asteadily improving rating across the years.
The increase for this year, according to the narratives written by the students,
was due, to the revisions of the program, the addition 014 continuance of sane
courses they felt'to be unusually useful, and improved.-relations in advising.

. . .

Course Ratings'

The number of comes rated during thepresent and-the past. years was substanti-
ally higber than in previous evaluations, primarily becadsea.the number of un-
dergraduates. Similarly, these represented many more stibjeats than in the early
years; that factor aide generalities about the overall rating.a.mseaningless-ginoe
most students have some subject area they do not, enjoy or 'with which,they have
difficulties. To alleviate this potential problem, the subjects were-grouped by

- areas to gie a more useful evaluation.

Table 7 contains the igiOmatiOn for the present and past years.' :Noteespecial-
ly that the polarity-iMeversed frompanY cannon scales: the best 'rating is Z=
ileiv strong and 5=very weak, thus the amaller'the number, the better' the students
judged the courses in that subject area

Table 7: Camparative Overall Ratings by Students of the Courses Tak.n to Pul-
fill their,Degree Requirements: 1981-1982 and 1982-1983

i,

'Course Areas

LgE4g!_:

English
Spanish
French
Linguistics

Undergraduate.

1982 1983

1.85 '

.3.33 t, 2.06
41- 2.30 .50

3.33 .00

Graduate

1982 1983

No. of
Reports

1.33 19
1.24 41

5
1.33 7

Education:
,Elpmentary
Secondary

Social Sciences:
History
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

Mathematics/S ice:-

Mathematics
Biology
Botany

2.50 1.97
1.50

z,

I ;

1_45 ;Z

2.50 2.

1.78 2. 5
2.25 3.00

1.58

Earth S

1.80 2.00

1.50 1.75
2.83

1.00 1.00,

18.:
3

7

4
3

7 .

5

3

5,
2.

1
5.

* The overall rating was given by the studerits a
of the other detailed rati

is not a mathematical mean'
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Few substantive changes were seen. tween.1981-1982 and.'1982-1983 when sufficien
.

numbers of students reported on the courses, except. for unaergraduate Spanish.Severe probleins have been noted since the inception of. the,project, this a morethan one point gain toward the hitter rating, almost reaching.the strong cate-gory, is notable. Undergraduate English and 'Linguistics also .imProVeci but thenumbers rePorting this year wereSmaller than last year Nevertheleas., the,changes- were laudable: GradUaie ratings of English, Spanish, and-'1inguisticsremained a carniendatory part of the progpram.

Undergrtate education courses also were given higher ratings than for the pre-vious 'y The judgments on the graduate program courses in elementary educa-tion continued at a strong"tc, very strong level.
The undergraduate social studies courses remained about as they were or declinedsomewhat. The numbers were not large in anY.of them but tOo that registered alowered rating had seven students each The strong- ratis for the mathematicsand science courses continued that trend when the, subjfects could be tempered,'across the two years This hes been -a..chara.ct.erist.ic of the uridergraduate sdents tin the project, indicating a strong preparation in those ff.elde'
The Cements on the undergraduate,,dourses 'were: scares; most student:tirply leftthe spaces blank., The few that did coment tended tcl be positive, suggesting ageneral satisfaction with the course. It is notable that fewer negative conrnentswere registered on the undergi-aduate Spanish courses than had held in earlieryears.

Gradttate students were soineWhat more inclinced to carment and almost' all of themwere positive. The substantive favorable narratives about the ,Spanish ,coursescontinued much in the same vein as in other years; they are seewas- a ht'Olyuseful part of the program.. Linguistics, which as cane in .for some negativefeelings sane years, was characterized by the students as.pra.ctidal and ,,welltaught.
I, -

Elementary education courses for the graduate students received high praite forthe trust part. For the first time, however,: three students of a course.:stigestedthat the,professOr would have beeri better With more elementary class17'oom experi-mce. None elaborated on how that was manifested in the course. ;

IAs a. generality, then, those courses "controlled" by the project, were highly ra-ted anti while much the same in the present year as the last, were ch strongerthan in Some earlier years Too, there was very f
e,

little variation among the dif-ferent courses, denoting an overall trend toward very strong' instruction: Theundergraduate courses differed time in their ratings but they, too, were seenby the students as providing the desired information appropriately; only thesociaLsciences displayed any tendency to be rated lower than in other years.
The degree) desigti, program.activiLes, and course ratings* for this year Were allin ti-1 favorable to very high range. The revi.:sions and worlcins with the profes-sors to improl-ie the offerings showed progress'- and that was difficult_ for mostareas since they were already quite high. The East Texas State University ESEATitle VII project is to be carmended for its eontinuous,imprgvernent.
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. THE FOLLOWUP SURVEY,

The East Texas State University ESEA. Title VII Bilingual Program has carefully
evaluated its important phases throughout its seven year life, obtaining the
opinions and suggestions of students annually. These, in turn, have been compd-
terized to all for trend b across the. years The mass of data, considerably:.
attenuated during the past two years because of costs and utility for the pre-
sent, have allowed many modifidations in the operation of the program and, as
seen in the earlier sections,-a great deal of improvement.. Indeed,. the annual
evaluations in recent years have shown the program to be :Strong in its component
parts.

Not content with always viewing present-time data, the project decided to conduct
a followup survey, apart fram the regular annual evaluation, that .u1d allow the
past students, as well as those currently enrolled, to,express their opinions and
give suggestions for still further improvement The siggestions of past students
were accorded greater merit since theyTimm.no longer directly affiliated with
the University and were employing what they had learned there, or feeling the
lack of learning, in their positions.

TWo approaches were taken to the survey. First, the program secretary undertoOk
to contact all the previous students that had completed one or nbre semestert
under funding from the ESEA Title VII project. The basic nformation on thpir
presentLoccupations, whether utilizing bilingual skills or not, and their air-
rent address* The second approach was that of mailing out a survey form to
those for.wh8e.addresses could be verified; some, of course, had moved and left
10 fotkarOing address and could not otherwise be located. This was especially
true ite'the first three years of the project; incomplete records also hampered
the seai:8h for some former students.

(,.

The total possible former students was 163 'fat th 'period that could be verified.
However, 24 of these could not be located 1av :129 potentiWrespondents.r-A
stammer mailing, necessary under the cir1stances but always ddficient for find-
ing teachers, resulted in a return of 5 'instnitnts by the time this report was
written. Any additional forms obtained will be added into a later report. .

The instrument, preSented in Appendix C, contained many similar elements to that
used for the annual evaluations. To allow for separate calculations of theda-
ta, present from past enrollment was contained-as an introductory item. Exactly
half was enrolled at the tite the survey was answered. Their present/past dxper-
ieride since enrollment, whether the experience involved bilingual or ESL, was re-,
quested. The possession of bachelor, masters, or doctorate degrees, whether they!".
were obtained at East Texas State University or elSeiRhere, and a category fort

those that took' only a few courses 4p the University checked that portion of the
:educational experience. Similarly, possession of the bilingual and other certi-
ficates and where they were obtained furnished valuable informati6n.

An opiniannaire section follcMe'& eeking the participants' judnts abdUt the
several subject areas in their sthdies at the University, as well as their 6n-
dorsement/certificate and degree programs. Finally, tlihy were asked to rate

their Fast Texas State -University program as a uthole. Equally important with
the ratings, the respondents were asked to add any Camments abobt each opinion
,component, explaining their ratings a offering,suggestignv

The forms were forwarded to ,the evaluator, who analyzed the answers and prepated
r
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mpfOWretheIpresent The provisional nat}ireofi:the present inforMation gust be
stressed since gore forms will be returnedlater,.

Characteristics of the: Survey Studetiks

The direct contact survey by the program Secretary produced both primary (discus!.
sions with the formedstudent) and secondary (information fran other sources)
'data an them. Slightly over 897. was deployed in a bilingual sett ., teaching

other,Way, serving the bilingual populations of. their svl ools, dis
and:thiyersifies. Sane, off course, had been promoted to nv -:Ciagsroariis

positions but in any event, they were still concerned with children lan-
guages other than English. The Fast Texas State University. has, admirably
served its principal purpose of adding to the resources available to invited and
non-English speaking Children.

The remaining. 10.8% was in a variety of positions, gostly those of teaching in
a regular, full English classroom:: Only three persons were in non-education po-
sitions, all in business requiring no Spanish in their opinion,

The mailfEorm respondents, as notes previously, contained half currently enrolled.
Many of these, howevetiNpre also teaching or working in other positions at the
same time. The declaftd'occupations (Table 8), showed only l67. to be full time
students. Sixty percent of the-respondentE was inthe,teaching profession; the

,;-7. others were in related fields.

Table 8: Occupations of the Responding Survey Students as of Summer 1983*

occuP40-911. Percent Occupation Percent

Elementary teacher
Secondary teacher
Aide
Volunteer
Substitute
Adult ESL

10
2
2

2

2-

Instructional specialist
Education writer
Curriculum coordinator
Business
Bilingual secretary
Student

2

2

2"

2

16

* One person didt' respond ta this question.

Of aiose:mho were not-teaching at the time of the survey, 14% had taught since
campPteang their studies at the University. Totalling those now teaching with
those that had in the past;- at least some of that experience was bilingual,

74%, and/or ESL, 48%. The. .tindergraduate students, sane of whom had taught
and some had not, capplicdted the separation of them from the results of this
question.

Eighty-eight percent of the respondents had already achieved the bachelors degree;
twenty-six percent had obtained it from East Texas State University, The large
number of masters students, plus those from other Federation universities who
came irrfor special courses or the certificate program, accounted fot the others.
This is emphasized in the percentage with pesters degrees - 38% - and with 6370
from this University. Only two doctoral students replied; one had received the
degree from Fast,Texas State University and the other elsewhere.

o

Same fairteen percent noted they had takenbnly.a few courses-at Fast Texas
.State University, mostly thede were Federation students.
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P
'A, major goal of many students in the program is the acquisition of the bilingual
endorSement to the elementary teaching certificate. Three avenues were open to
them: 1. complete all the requirements at East Texas State University and be re-
cc:amended by that institution; 2. apply directly to the Texas Education Agency,
receive a deficiency plan if they lacked any of the requirements, complete those
at a university, and then submit the transcripts to the Agency; 3. participate
in a district preparation program and take courses at a university, and be re-
cammended by the-district when the requirements were ma. Forty-four percent of

g,the respondents had already achieved that goal; 40% had done so directly through
the Title Iru program, the others taking same courses at East Texas State Univer-
sity and submitting the transcripts to districts or directly to the Agency.

Students who planned their degree programs accordin ly, or who had the necessary
transfer calaktes, were able to obtain other certifiCates.or endorsements as well.
Those attained by the respondents included: elementary (7), kindergarten (4),
supervisor (3), special education (2), mentally retarded (1), Spanish (2), and
ESL (2). The latths will, of course, increase substantially during the next
few years

In general, then, the respondents represented the program participants for the
years encompassed. Obviously, the responses from the earlier years were few;
their changes of re dente made contacting them more difficult. The cambina-
tion of undergradefite and graduate students, the different degree and certifi-
cate programs, and the conditions of'the bilingual education programs in the
districts were appropriately amongthe.Title VII participants. ,

Course Grouping. Judtments

As noted at the beginning of the survey section, it was expected that those who
had combleted their work at the University and while in the profession .had'same
opportunities to judge the program eamponeAts more, objectively, might rate their
courses Bind degree designs differently than those still in, school. That was
true, however, in only one cage; the graduate students no longer in school judged
the. Spanish courses even higher than did those now enrolled., The mean ratings
for all other program elements were not significantly different when separated
by 'former and present students.. (See Special Note to Table 9.)-

Table 9: Mean Ratings of the Survey Respondents on the Program Course Groupings,

Course Grouping Mean

Sparaqh* 4.35
English 3:77
Social studies 3.77
Mathematics/science 3.48
Bilingual methods 44.11

Course Grouping Mean

ESL methods 4.03
40ther language methods - 3.73

\ ,eSocial/multicultural methods 4.30
thods for other subjects 3.88

* The mean for former graduate students was 4.87; undergraduate students, whe-
ther present or past, was 3.46.

SPECIAL NOTE: In the seetioris. of thecvmal!escauation, the ratiw state was in
reveree polarity 14th l=veiy strong and 5=very weak; In the survey, 5=v erg
strong, 4=strong, 3.fair, 2.weak, l=very weak. The change was fttentionally made
to avoid routine replies. No respondent confused the scales.
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Spanish enjoyed the highest rating of any.course grouping, one-third higher than
. strong. There were also more comments appended to this item than any other. The
majority of these were summary statements about the excellence of the courses.
Al). the other directly positive notations admmended the graduate Spanish-profes-
sor for her knowledge, methods, and ability to motivate the students. TWo gra-

te students recoaraended,more practice and instruction on writing Spanish and
two, requested more courses on the language. Five undergraduate students repeated
the complaints that have been nearly constant through the years: Spanish courses
taught in English arld one professor that ridicules Mexican Americans' Spanish.

The social studiesimulticultural methods courses received a rating althost as high
as Spanish, 4.30, again a third above the strong rating. Few comments were re-
gistered: one commended a workshop on multicultural methods as the best ever ta-
ken; two suggested that-more courses be taught on this subject and that haw to
teach_ awareness of multicultural strengths would help the teachers.

The bilingual methods courses also received a better than strong judgment, 4.11.
Same general statements about the utility and relevancy of the courses were in-
cluded and one praised the staff highly. The only camplaint was that t,)ft respon-
dent felt that more writing methods should have been included.

The ESL, methads courses also merited a strong rating, 4.03, and the second larl
gest number'of comments within this group; all fran graduate students. The
necessity and relevance of the subject were observed by'eight respondents% Four
made general positive statements about the work. One noted that the opportunity
to find out what other teats were doing was of special practicality. TWO felt
that the professors needed re elementary classroom experience and another noted
that the information was costly for elementary teachers and dwelt little on the
teaching of ESL irk secondary schools..

All the other subject groupings were judged between fair and strong. While only
a few weak and no very weak ratings were marked in thus survey, almost all of
the weak judgments were given to this group. That is, there was a wide variation
in the ratings, not unexpected since many professors were involved across the
years Too, few camments were appended to the items covering these course group
ings; these tended to specific statements, mostly negative, about particular
professors.

a

In any suryey of this tle, there is always the concern that those feeling more
positi d the program and courses would be more likely to complete the
form and re it. A comparison of the course ratings with those of, previous .

years suggests that this did not happen. Undergraduates judged the courses al=
most exactly as they had each of the past three years Graduate student ratings
tended to be more positive than previously but their time away fran the Univer-
sity probably explains that differential. When enough comments were included,
such as was the case for Spanish, Eriglish,bilingiml and ESL, methods, 'they sup-
ported the ratings given. No systematic biases could be ascertained from the
examination of ,the survey with the annual ratings. v

Program JudgAents

Three general program ratings were sought in the survey, two specific to the pro-
ject (endorsement/certificate and degree designs)and one probed the overall East
Texas State University experience. Almost no camments,were appended to the ra-
vings of the endorsement/certificate programs but the general University exper-
ience item brought a host of comments, both specific to the University and
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to the courses, professors, and other program components. A few commented on the
degree design.

The endorsement /certificate programs received an almost exactly strong rating,
3.93, and there was little variation. among the respondents; an almost equal nun -'
ber judged thenifair,'strong, and very strong. Since there were no comments, no
analysis of the differences could be made. ..

ti-r-
The degree design was giv higher rating, 4.08, just above strong. The few,
commgnts indicated tilt students involved in transfers to other 'universities
had experienced same cliff culty. One complained generally about the Federation
regulations, another said that acceptable courses to other Federation universi-
ties shouldyte more clearly marked (one course did not transfer). The favorable/

comments centered on the excellent advice that had been given.

The general East Texas State University experience judgment was strong, 4.09, in-
dicating a considerable Satisfaction.' 14D difference was found between the ratings
of former and present students;, The positivescommentk praised the availability of
professors for donferences,1 the quality of.that adVice, and that the University
takes an interest in, cares-about, students. Five also made specific"reference
to the bilingual program staff as very helpful to students. TWo noted that they,
had' attended othet universities and that the-East Texas State University experi-
encewas the most rewarding of any. Only two negative context comments were in-'
cluded: some professors are prejudiced against Mexican Americans, and that in
same curriculum courses, there is too much busy work and not enough content.c The
preponderance of commendations for the'Uhiversity experienceswas-a slFortg, feature

for the Univ ity and for the Title VII projet : 7

The surwrformWas designed to be foliddlild,imailed, 'free of :charge ba8k to.

program "offiCe. That procedure left one :third of theback.uOiallt items for the
respondents, Nevertheless, 21 (4270, Utiliied the space to add, other comments.
Some of,these were reiterations Of what had been said about the courses-or the
program: high praise for the graduate Spanish course and professor, accessibili-

ty of the professors and program staff, and special commendations for same other
professors. Seven comments assessed the use of Spanish in the methods courses
as very importantto becoming truly bilingual; dne noted her acquisition of pro-

fessprnal vocabulary from that component.

Five participants utilized the space to make suggestions about the survey instru-
ment. 'Four noted that sane of the course groupings encompassed many courses in
many departments, taught by many professors, and that the variation among them
made it difficult to arrive at a rating. Social studies was given as an example
in which one participant stated he would have rated some specific courses very
weak and others very strong, thus he had to settle on a fair rating, which thus
masked the reality of the situation. No doubt others experienced the same diffi-
cu1ty even though they did not express it as directly.

Four former students utilized the space to compliment the Title VII Bilingual
Studies program for conducting the survey. Alltifour_noted they'had studied at
Other institutions and had never been asked to make judgments about them.: They
felt thee survey was an indication of the project and University. concern for its

students% Each also expresSed an interest in knowing about the results; since
the surveys were anonymous, communicating directly with than is hot passi-

ble. An announcement about where and when interested, persons might view the

results would,be appropriate.
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REPORT SOMKARY.

The 1982-1983 report on the external evaluation of the East, Texas State Universi-
ty ESEA TitleNII Bilingual Program ca prises two distinct sections:

1.'the annual external evaluation;

2. a survey of present and former participants.
.

The major portion of this document is devoted to the annual evaluaiianbut that
does not diminish the importance of the participant survey, which although pro-
'visional pending the receipt, of more survey forms, adds a valuable element via

. -a J61/owup to former students..

Summary of the 1982-1983 Evaluation.

the 1982-1983 ESEA Title VII Bilingual'Program at East Texas State University,
as in most past, years, operated on funds from the University, the US Department
of Edudation, and same special monies for specific courses from the Texas Educa-
tion Agency. The increased emphasis on the undergraduate level, begun last year,
was continued_ mmIT masters, same specialist and doctoral participants were
included. '

The program's goals sought the enhancement of leering and educational opportuni-
ties for all children; they specifically were aimed at those with limited Eng-
lish proficiency. The means to those ends were4the preparation of high quality.
bilingual and ESL teachers, specialists in those subjects and the support fields,
=and administrators capable of managing such programs Measurable objectives
were stated for the project and this external, evaluation, together with the re-
ports from internal monitoring, were designed to assure the appropriate provision
of the.services to the participants. It was expected that success in the pro-
ject's objectives would aid in improved learning by the University students and
then transmitted into better teaching of the children in the service area, that
of North Texas, and thus contribute to progress across the nation.

The evaluation was =prised of both formative and summative aspects to furnigh
immediate feedback to the administration while modifications could still beef.:
fected, and subsequently, an overall assessment of the conduct and the results

of the project's year. Document reviews, interviews, observations, question-
naires, and opinionnaires were the principal methods utilized to obtain the data.
Activities on the Commerce campus and at the Satellite Learning Center in the
Dallas area were monitored twice during the year by the external evaluator.,

The project began in cooperation, with the Dallas schools but since progressed

to ten others. Cooperation with other universities, with education service cen-
ters, and dissemination and assessment centers was active. Unusually strong in-
'teractions were chronicled with the Texas Education Agency. Internally, the pro-

ject works well with the departments and colleges; a campus wide committee is
active in advising the direction of the activities. Major changes among.the'
University administrative personnel did not diminish the thrust or acceptance'
of the program.

Courses are offered in several settings for the convenience of the students and

to enhance-,the practicality of the offerings: the home campus, the Satellite
Learning Center, and in cooperating school districts. The main campus library
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has an ixrressive holding'of bilingual and related subject materials for study;
the Satellite Learning Center has many of the most used materials Professors
transport large amounts of materials with them when they teach in other sites,
this facilitating the study of the participants in those places. The adminis-
tration was consolidated into a single position this year, and although it pla-
ces'a.heavy burden on that professor, the work was accamplished effectively.

East Texas State University demonstrated its continuing commitment to the project
through furnishing the salaries of most of the professors, part of that of the
administrator, and providing adequate office space. All of the professors but
one were on permanent status and than one was promoted this year; all aspects
of institutionalization were unusually strong. The faculty and students both
demonstrated increased pr4essianalization efforts during the year, again a con-
tinuation of their strong Showing previously:

'The major component of thaAproject, the instruction of the students, was rated
high by the obbervdr,and.bY tliP Participants. Only a few courses were still po-
sing.problems and that number decreased from last year and was comprised entire-
ly of undergraduate offeringt. .Graduate courses generally, Spanish, and methods
courses eNayed the highest .ratings, It was notable that the number of elements
in ._the cdurses that waS-jtiriged weak'diniinished to only a half dozen replies. The
ins icn ivas a very positive part of ,the Title VII proj ect services. .

. .

The degree and endorsement/certificate plans.and processes were also judged, in
the strong category by the respondents. This' did not differ between graduate
and undergraduate students. JO,rising was praised as having improved during the
year; reflecting favorably the director and the staff that assists with that
phase of the TAcrk. 9

Wh 1982-1983 results w ecompared with previous years, two kinds of find-
ing were, evident. The imOrovepeRts in the courses registered last year cdfitin-
ued strong. These have,enjoyelik*areased.rativgs since the beginning and now
are very positive. The:dggreeirdsign also has improved substantially fran the
earliest years, 1976:f:0419V. The degree program was still being modified at
that time, and -s' are sttl being included, and apparently those have been
.salutory in the of the s ts.

a the Followp Survey

The East Texas Stalce,, pveity -,15itingual project, not content with its annual
evaluations, decid tbeir ....4Aalowp survey of former participants this
^year. First, dinktN-q4 c -",3f7Pq'Anacle with as many as possible, verifying ad-
dresses and current0 't .'Secohd during the summer a survey form was
mailed to them.' The oitieitceSough.t,was similar to that of the annual evalu-
ations but summarized, the. it fPmate'general categoNies. The report is, at
this time, provisionainde:littie''iinehas elapsed for the returns. Neverthe-
less, fifty had replieeggi.0:610414tion-of then showed good representation
for the most recent fiv-Oetaplut:Ope:w#,akness previous to that time, .probably
due to changes of residence

The judgments about the folX01414i.,coui4e groupings was strong or higher: Spanish,
bilingual methods, E.SLinethipds'.,ariptecicial. Studies/rnulticulturalmethcds. Former
students differed fram presht,studetreVohly in that they accorded an even higher
rating for the graduate. p 0.as$S. "Ccmments on the ratings were requested
and almost all of then wale. y few with negative contentwere couched
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in terms of suggestians for improvement. A few voiced substantive complaints
about specific courses or professors; these were the same as had been regis-
tered across the -years.

The*degree process was accorded strong tating; most of the comments praised

the advising. The endorsement/certificate process was given a slightly lower
rating, with the respondents almost equally divided among fair, strong, and very
strong judgments. .Very few comments were supplied_and,those primarily dealt with
transfer problems to and from other universities in the Federation.

A final item probed judgments about the overall East Texas State University ex-
perience. -Mat, too, was assigned a strong rating. Many comments were written
on this item, chiefly dealing with the interest in, and caring about, the stu-
dents on the campus. Many included the project specifically in those favorable
replies.

A space had intentionally been left blank on the fq0,toprot t the replies fram:

inspection by others during the mailing. Many.. students. used that space to rein-

force What had been said previously with the majority reiterating praise for the
graduate Spanish courses and the professor, ..Solope'other professors and the advis.-.
in4 also drew repeated-favorableaccounts..::FoOrstudents that had attended other.
institutions lauded the followup-surveyeffart, noting it as continued evidence
of East Texas State University and the ESEA Title VIIBilingual Programinteres.
in students and the results of the project.work.

4.
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Appendix A

REVISE11-TROGRAM OF STUDIES 19E483

/'
The courses below Are apppved for funding during 1982-83 anil

represent modifiCations aimed -at meefing'state endorsement requirements

in tilingual *cation' and English as a Second Language:

M.Ed. Core Program

Six Curses from: (These constitute the major)

E1.Ed. 595 Research Literature and Techniques
.:

ElAd. 501 Language Acquisition and Development in Early Childhood

E1.Ed. 502 Foundations in Communications Skills for BiringUal:
au.

Students: Reading, Listening, Speaking and Writing,

E1.Ed. 503 Foundation Skills for Bilingual Teaching of Mathe-
.

maiics, Science, and Socinl'Studies

El.Ed. 649 Teaching the-Bilingual-Bicultural Child
or

E1.Ed. 624 Children.of Minority Culturei
9r

El.Ed. 625 Teaching Children of Minority Cultures- Nursery through

Primary

E1.Ed. 524 Language.ARts Curriculum for Geddes One through Eight
or

RDIG. 522 Readihg in the Elementary School
4. .

or

RDG.: '56 Developmental Reading
or

RDG. 25 Teaching Reading Comprehension

°El Ed.: 29 Workshop in Elementary Education: tnglish as a'Second

Language Methods and Materials

29 Workshop in Elementary Education: -Methods anclotliNcrias

for Multicultural AwareAeS

46 50
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\

BILINGUAL EDUCATION ENDORSEMENT

GRADUATE:PROGRAM

I. GOI.t0' requirements

12:senitster.hours:

.

ELEt001 - LangUage Acquisition and Development
Childhood

_

ELED '502 Foundations .in Co#Munications Skills for Bilingual .4,
Students: Reading,, Listening, Speaking and Writing

'ELED 503 FopndatiOn:Skills. for BilingUaWFiaching of Mathe-'.
maft6s;4.:Stierice, and Social St *dies

in Early

FLL 511 Teaching Second Language,;:.

II. Other reqUirementS

1.- Bachelors's. degree

2. Valid Texas teacher certificate

3. Oral profieienty: Language Proficiency Interview (LPI);
Level 3

4, Written proficiency: College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) - Score - 50

5 One year successful classroom teaching experience in an.'
organized approved bilingual education'prOgram.

51



Sid ,Courses-from:, (These consiitufe'minnr prfotiher" courses

,- y,FLI, 512 Bilingual Program for Elem0i0:r-Veachers

Interdisciplinary Program

SPA 505 Children's Literature in Spanish

SPA 555 Studies in Literary Movement: ,Mexican. American-

(ChiCano) Literature

ENGZ557...TeachingEnglish as a Second-Language

ENG5,50, .SOCiolinguistics

>~NG 555A Cenra1 'Linguistics.

ENC 556 Comparatille Linguistics

SOC /ANTH 553 .Amer4.can Subcultural Groups,'
an'

or ANTH 547 Culture in Education
. -

FLL 511 Teaching a Second Language.

ENG 597 Special Topics in English: PsychOlinguistics

FLL. 515 Seminar on Cross-Cultural Aspeas of Bilingualism
.4,.1

..P.),

*SPA 5th Survival Spanish for School 'PeXSonael,

* PA 5014Practical Spanish for Bili14.1.al Situations
1 .

,

*SPA 504 Advanced Spanish fee gilinvtiarSituations

*An} orall'of-these may', be foodod, bt4.01f1pone..can be counted

tow4r&tbe Master's Degree in- Elemerairy

f: :



EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY,BILTNGUAL TRAINING PROGRAM

Instructional Eliall'Aiton

Undergraduate ;:iiasters ', Post Masters_, Doctoral

1. Present Occupation: .

Teacher, grades 1-3 Administrator dther, please specify:.

Teacher, grades 4-6 Aide

Teacher, grades 7-12 Student

2. Total Teaching Experience:

None 3-5 lears
Less than 9,no. 6-16 years

- 1-2 years 11 ot more

6

3. Total Bilingual eaching Experience:
,

3-5. years.
Less than 9:tito, years

yr. itiOre1.-2 , years

I

4. e Female

5'. Ethnicity: Mefican Mexican , Black_, Anglo , Oder (specify) 4

6 Do yOu have the bilingual ockin;tion endorsement? Yes_, No

7. If yes, was the endorsement obtained through: ETSU district , other iini-

-versity

8. am -receiving Title VII finiding fdr? this.piogram.

ani paying my own fees , 4

I am receiving other than Title VII funding

WHAT SUGGESTIONS DO YOU HAVE FOR 'IMPROVING THE FOLLOWING? (Use'back-
t

1: Language program

5
2. Culture program

3. Teaching methodologies

, .

4.

. .

.11.2015.ing at your degree program :f-rOmghat you can tell :at this

pciint; ..how would you rate sit?- .-
. .

very Weak, weak, fair, strOng,. srOng

9

0-

i"

. , . e,
"1-
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6. How would you rate your fluency in Spanish at this point in the program?

very fluent, fairly fluent, know some Spanish, krtqw nearly no Spanish

How would you rate yoiir writing in Spanish?

very fluent, fairly. fluetk, can write some, can write very. little.

7. How T.901134 you rate the effectiveness of the liaiSon program (school visits)
in helping,you?

very efgective, fairly effective, not effective, not observed

PLEASE' CIRCLE THE APPROF'EilATE NUMBER 10 INDICATE YOUR *TING FOR EACH OF THE
CCMPONEOIS OF EACH OF YOUR COURSES .(please request a separate sheet: for each):

1 '2 3 4 5

very strong fair. weak . very

1. How would you rate the coverage
of the subject matter,?

2.' How would you rate the methods
...used in te.achipg the course?

3. Hetl closely were the tests related
to t1 .materials coveted?

4. In so far as you can tell at this s

point, how Would you rate the grad-
jg system used in this course?

5. How could you' rate id= learn-
:ing it this Course?

6: 'Taking all factors into consi-
deliation, what wouldy rat-
kg.be ,for this,,co

strong . weak

2

,:Course /Dept. Number Section , ,

.4

A '

Social Security Nubber (ogronal)

bEVELOPIIENT ASSOCIATES,
50
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Appendix C

ETSU STUDENT SURVEY.

The East Texas State University'BilingualStudiqs progr4M is conducting this
f011awup survey .to obtain information about its academic program and has it 0Can'be improved. We would.appreciate your replies to these-few questions -as
a part of that effort. Please. feel free to add any suggestions that will help::-

. the program.
4 AF i

Thank you. Dr. Alonzo Sosa, Coordinator fgt. e301a 7

GEN'ERAL LNFORMNTION: a

1.a. I am currently taking one or more coursds at,ETSU.' Yes -NO -0
b. I am `currently taking one or.more courses at `another universitSr. Yes- No...

*
, 4.4.. . 7.--

..2.a. What'is your curr#,it Occupation? T4cher: Elementary -Secohdarya Administir-a
tor .(speCify): ' ' -- Other (specify) :

b. If You are not di4acher how, did yoU teach after leaving 'ETSU?- YesLA__,
c. If you taught, did you,teach in a bilingual PrograM? Yes No .

.

d. Did you teach V.SL or a similar program? Yes No-
. Academic training achiever:

a. BaChelors degree: Yes No Aw If yes, at ETSU: of anotheropunivery?
c. Ma'Sters degree: Yes No ;(,:1) If yes, at ETST oranother university?.
e. Doctoral degree:-Yes No (f) If yes, at EMU? or anotherkIniversity?

Ipnly took a few courses at ETSU rather than a degree or certificate
%program

. a: Do you hold the bilingual .endorsenent? Yes
Did you qualify for it at_ETSU? or at another tion?

you obtained any other certificate or endor t fr please
AiSt it (them):

EVALUATION INFORMATION:

.
.please answer .the follwing.questions by circling a number on the ,scale that

best describes your judgement about the program.components listed:' 1-very weak,
.2=,weak, 3=fair 4=strong, Sr vey strong,. 6=didnOt participatt/dOn't know/does not

. apply. Please use the. dammeA line fOr exceptions or other special ideas
you want to-camniunicate.

4

5. a.Spanish course(s)
trYCoarrent

6. a. iinglish course (s)
b.°Commant

7..a.'Social studies/history course(s).
b. Ca rent

8. a... Mat'iiiscience course(s)

b. Carrent
9. a. 5il1ngual methods.course(s)

b. Comment
10: a: Other language arts methods course(s)
°-b. Comment

IL- a. ESL T..ethods course (s)
b. Comment

,4!.!, Social studies/r.'ulticultural nethods courw,(s)
crren-C t

1, 2 3 4 5.6'

.4
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6,
4

1 2 3 465 6

, 1 2 3 4 5 6

123,456

' 1 2 3 4 5.6

1 2 3 4 5 6

51
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.

'

13.a.Naarse
i
(!) on methods for clther tupjects

40
h. COmfient

'

1 2 3 4 5 6

*

140e. Your AdorsemerVaertlftcate program as awhole
* . .

brCannent
1 2 3A 5 6

15'.a. YouPdegree pidgrem as a whdle
* . a .

. ' : . Comment' ".:

1 2 3 4 5 6

* _. e I1 4. ,*16:4. Thiriking4004t. your ETSU prbgram as a whole, including'advisl*f, acd'nics, and
,d 4gsisance,Alease give an overall: rating. 1 2 3 4 5 6v

'!S.:'' CcrTient ' "IF
41

I*
. .

*

4 k

Pleate fold so:.that the portion above is inside - covered up. 'thank you fOr your
help.-

3

6

-

Fold here, pledte, so that:the pOrtion below is outside,4stanle oiktape'the edge,
and Trail. 4
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